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Thousands
Protest In
. Albany
.... ,.)1.
BaruchPlans StatTCuts .
Could Cut 120 Professors, 125Adjuncts
By D.J. Fricke Marked confidential, the memo By Deirdre Huss
ey
The Executive Budget released was prepared by acting Vice Presi- Thousands of
students, par-
by GOvernor George Pataki could dent .for Administration James ents, alumni, a
nd faculty repre-
.force Baruch College to eliminate Murtha at the request of the Uni- sentingthe City
andState Univer-
up to 120 full-time faCulty posi- versityBudgetOfticeoftheCUNY sities of New Y
ork and indepen-
taons and 125 adjunct positions central administration. The fig- dent colleges united -in Albany on
with a corresponding reduction of· ures it contains are "based on a February 27 for
a day of action to
up to 500 course sectionsaffecting' projected $15 million cut to our protest Governor George E.,
up to 7,000 students, aceordingto a budgetas contained in the 1995-96 . Pataki's anticipat
ed budgetcuts to
"worst-case scenario" deseribed in Executive Budget for the State of higher education
.
a confidential impaet statement. New York," according to the state- ,Over 7,000 p
articipated in the
The statement, entitled mente effort" which consisted
of a three
"Baruch College Impact State- In the event that the projected hour rally on the steps ofthe Capi-
ment,"isa preliminarydescription . cut becomes reality,. "It would tal Building, wi
th speeches from
of the drastic retrenchment 'poli- clearlyinvolve a lotofpeoplelosing students andeducationprofession-
cies the schoolmayfinditSelfforced their jobs," said Baruch College: als, as well as chants wbichampli-
t.o enact if Governor-Patakfs Bx~ .President "Matthew Goldstein· 'in .. tied the·protest mood of the rally..
.ecutive Budget is passed by the an interview last week. "We are The rally was hi
ghlightedby a pro-
State Legislature in its current, or going to do the very best we can to cession of thou
sands following a
inanear-current;form. Thememo. try to .p~~vent that from happen- coflin,which symbolized the fu-
.may .actuaUy overstate the ease, Ing," , ," ture of highe
r education ~ New
~~ its.numhersdonOt take OneareainwhichBaruch,and York. _into ···aecount. the .. . ·bill' . of a .. ... . ... .. ... ... . 1
., ., , .... " ·c .. ··. '. " ..•".possl.. -!Y .' Q~as a whole, woll1dbf;! fon:ed The eyen:t also consistedofday-
..~' •. ,.~ ...'•. d::;;:~:< . __ ~~~<~.~_ 'H' .•..••.....•....... -": " .•.".~~.~~~..~ -----_.,....-.....0_
hypothellis'llhow the ~vernor'8eDingbOt1i;ofbD~tUDil..ol~S80i-s4Dd
pl-oposed $905~5mjDiODoperating adjunctsaliJ'.e~·Ata. meetiDg on
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ecurren· ya -
istered financial aid pro-
grams at Baruch ~e:
-Pell (the old BEOG - Ba-
sic Education Opportunity
Grant);
-SEOG (Federal Supple-
mental Opportunity Grant);
-Baruch Grant (grants
from the endowmentleft by
. rd Baruch); • SEEK
(Search for Education, El-
evation & Knowledge);
- FDW (Federal Work
Study);
-Baruch Student Employ-
ment;
-TAP (Tuition Assistance
Program);
-STAP (Supplement.al
TAP); \
-APTS (Aid"forPart-Time,
S~dy); I
-GTAP (Graduate TAP);
-Baruch College Fund, as
well as an assortment 0
loans.
Students Will Need
Loans
Cuts To TAP
•
Counselors Are
Valued
From page one
year of TAP, under STAP,' be-
cause ofthe remedial courses they
must take up front. On the human
.end, it provides counseling sup-
port, sometimes on a very personal
level. .
"If there's an emergency, my
counselor's always there," said
Wendy Vargas, ajunior SEEK stu-
dent.
"This programhas changed the
lives of these students and their
families," said Richard Commo-
dore, a SEEK counselor who is the
only one in his family to have at-
tended college. "They serve as role
models to their communities. For
many of them, the counselors de-
mystify the college process."
Mauricio Rubio.sa graduating
SEEK student, attendedeconom-
ics fellowships at Stanford Univer-
sity and Princeton University for
minority students interested in
earning a Ph.D. in economics.
.,
"
»Executive Budge} Would Eliminate SEEKAnd Cut TAP And .Other Programs
»Could Affect All Financial Aid Recipients; 67 Percent OfStudent Body
3
PatakiPlan .Calls For Massive FinancialAid Cuts
.-.~. - .--:-- .. -.- •• -:"'-'-.. ,._-<. - ••. _----_ .• -.-_.'-_._-- _.-~- .-..• ----_ .•. -."- -- ••
. dentsregisterforremedialcourses, students based on a per-credit
they're also supposed to register amount. Since CUNY has a large
.for tutoring, but they don't, and part-time population, it receives
thecounselorsdon'tevenask. Some almost 31 percent ofthe total state-
don't even know their counselor's wide allocation.
names. If they happen to pass a "One-third of undergraduate
course without tutoring, good for and two-thirds' of graduate stu-
. ~m.If t.hey don't pass the enter- dents are part time students," said
ing exams, they shouldn't be able .' Thomas McCarthy.direetor ofreg-
to come to Baruch. 'There are those istration. "With the total elimina-
who take full advantage ofthe pro-tion of APTS,-' the entire. tuition
gram, but there are those that, as I burden, includinganyincrease,will
tutor them, I know are not going to have to be borne by the studen . ;
make it," hesaid. STAP also began in the '80s
and is slated for elimination as
well. This benefits those students
who are required to take at least
six hours of remediation in a se-
TAP, which will be cut under mester, up to two additional TAP
Pataki's proposal,makes awards' payments. According to Murphy,
ranging from $350 to $2,190 to this program is "tailor made" for
dependent students whose state cUNY students, a fact that has not
taxable income is $427 501 or less, made Albany legislators happy.
or to independent students with no GTAP will also be eliminated.
dependents if the taxable income
is less then $10,000. Students can
receive awards for eight semes-
ters. Until now, Baruch's 6,000
. TAP recipients have been unaf-
fectedbyprevious tuitionincreases.
because tuitionatBaruchhasnever With all these cuts being made,
reached the maximum TAP award. CUNY students will have a greater
"Under Pataki's proposal, de- need for student loans. If interest
pendent studentsandindependent begins to accrue as soon as the loan CUNY Chancellor W. Ann
"The most valuable thing' in students with one dependent will is taken,as is being proposed, stu- Reynolds, on February 16 in testi-
thisprogramisthecounselor,"said be eligible for a maximum TAP dents will bear a heavy burden mony on the 1995-96 State Execu-
Rubio. "I hadneverheardofgradu- award of $3 450 or 90 percent of during and after their stay in col- tive Budget before the Senate Fi-
" "at;~ iiGiii5iDifiii1ii:-tmiI· ,..2PSii bTheve-·ts3e ~ ...a--,e---e:-------.------.-.----~--·-·- ..-------,· -'-,. ,,-- n&Bee Cemmit.tee, tAe Aspembl¥ ,- ..---.--.-,---
.v ~,.»TJ.·. ....•. .~.ti1~-~.C~-lS. tS8~---aaJ.- .. g -'.' .".. . . Wa' -&Means--Q)mmittee
t
··t1le .
me ~bout It. I am the firstm my James Murphy, director.offinan- "Duringpasttuitionmcrease~, YS ""h,M' ••..·':···'·~~mmi ..
f8JDllyto go to college. . ci8I aid. '''Thosestudents would students have not left, but this SenateHigherEd~tio~\JU t-
"My co~elor built ~y confi- have ~ fund 10pe~Il~ of theu next one. eouI.d kill .us:" said tee.and the~mblY.H~~~
dence,hedidn'ttreatmelikeIwas tuition. "Single independent stu- Murphy. "We areCOJDJDltted to . cationComm].ttee,.~ .. '~.' ~
disadvantaged," said Rubio. He dents With no. dependents will be helping our students. We will ·not reeommenda~~ns,~1Sperhapsthe
has received scholarships from .eijgib1e'for$~~or90percentof .let .SEFM~ -. ~~er; we proposed tUItion mcrease th~atHa~,~ncetonand Columbia tuitio~ w~cheveris lesS.. Those wiIl-fiJld~."!'ay.t;().~~~" • causesthegreredia~::ern.l··=:=
Universities. students will have to fu.J1d 10 per- -rhepOint~gov....JS'DWIS- no-one can p - ~. . eary .
SEF?K at Baruch also has ~centif~~ondoe8~t ~.~PJ and ing~~t~~~g~these~-~w~tP=:~~
Acadenuc Awards pro~. This th~ entire mcrease if tuition does . ~eDts mto.~~:~-papngeycle.~. onenrollm:ttJelieve':ai:e will
program, funded by pnvate dona- go up." Iittlem~,--8aidMUlphy.~ve fora~,.... ". - .".... . .. ,ry .
tionsfrom Baruchfaculty andstaff, everyone anequalebanceandthey not be substantial.
awards plaques and .small mon- Other 'Programs To. shouldaUacbieve~.!f~
etary awards ($200) to outstand- v , u. highschoo!8 were domg ~eIrJob, Continued on page eight
ing students who perform' well B C we wouldnt need SEEK. J-'-
(GPA of 2.7 and above) and per- e .ut
form community service.
"Those chosen for awards are Murphy spoke about another
representative of so many," said potential problem. "The Congres-
Vasquez. "Last year we gave eight sionalBudgetCommittee inWash-
awards to students who had GPAs i~gto'n is proposing to reduce
of 3.6 and above." Perkins loans, SEOG and FWS for
One SEEK sophomore,Li Ping the next fiscal year (July .1,.1995 to
Chong, tried to move Governor July 1, 1996)," he said.' "These are
George Pataki on a personal level, . supposed tobe forward-funded one
sending him a letter which read in year, so the money has already
part, "We voted for you because we been appropriated, but Congress
trusted you. Politicians say that wants to cut it this year. They also
educationis important. Ifyou were want, in 1996-97, to cut subsidies
tocuttheseprogramsitwouldmake . to Stafford Ioans. This means that
you a hypocrite. Jf you believe' in· 'those ~tudents taking I08D8under
education 80 strongly, whycut it?" this program would have to Start
Although the SEEK program paying interest:,,-lrlle. in seheolin-
has many success stories, it also stead of after graduatio~as' they
has its dissenters. "Most SEEK donow. Theonlygoodnewsis,Pell
students are not prepared for .col- is going up $40."
lege," said a tutor affiliated with APrS, also slated for total
the SEEKprogramwhodidn'twant elrminatien, was established dur-
. his name, used. . ing the 1984-85' academie year.
"Many· of them don't even Murphy said: that institutions are
graduate~dsomedon'tevenCare" allocatedfUndsbasedontheirpart-
saidthe tutor. "They'rejus~~to .time enrollment. Thecollegatben
get w~'at they can ,et. . Wb:en stu- allocatesthef4Jndstotheindividual
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Whoever saicl
"tlne best things in-life are~free~~
probably had a trust fund.
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-Small classes
-Instruction in English
. .-
-Students from
around the·world
-spaCious
'on-campus housing
.Accessible to major
. -:Nft~European~
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'Univers'ity of Maryland
University 'College'
~u4uabt'OacI forSumm.. '95, aSlllll~ or .~~O·,I" ','forfresliinSn or tranSfer admission.VII_, . .
For inform8tioo or a~_. .,_ .__... __ ._ .....__. ....-....
OD~majotsiJL- ,~~~.
.ebusiDeSSand man&gemeDt UmversttyBlVd. at Adelphi ReI.
eintemationalreiatioDS .College.Park,·Me 20742-1644
: -GerIi18ll & European Studies Tetepboae: 301-985-7442
eAmerican~· ....,.Fax:301-?SS-79S9
AboDe:'DSSG'~1JerrieIt~GftfI;V"'PredderiI'CGrIos
c lIan,'o~of'Jie~~'-le~
. .' ~.. '. .1_.... . .. _ . ,.'
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Anti-BudgetRally Draws ThouS81lds Of Protesters
Attempts To Rush BUildings Fail:-I'Great FirstStejJ?fSays-USS Official:
;. . ~'.' . ~
..
. . ~.- ,-' ~ ........ .-
Continued from page one . explaining...SEEK's numbersare
·notasstrongasTAPandHEOP." '.
New· York Public Interest Re- Sanders office offeredtlrls '.
search Group, the SUNY Student statement ·frOm· the AssemblY-·· -:
Assembly, and the CUNY USS, me: cAs agraduate.ofCityCOl-··.
with the participation ofsome fac- lege, 1~fU1lyui1de~d··the, ·fin-' ..'
ulty unions and smaller student portanceofatTorclablehighe~·edu~·;
coalitions. catioal: oppose the'"devastatmg ......
"It was a great firs~ step in e:tl~pri>.~by..no.Ye1J1orE· ....
making a difference in ·the huge' and~~:wor..-wit}fJDYeoneap~7)r
budget battle,~ .. said . Steve .iD.:-.t~·.-A8••llly,:te·-fiRbt:-·:~:'UI~i::
.kleinberg, th~USS PublicAffairs attack-on CUNY.~
Coordinator. ~"But we stiU need GoOdman's oftice ·would otTer'
to increase ourefforts and keep no oft1cialconUD~nt.· .. -' " .' -r:
the pressure on."NYPIRGPlaD.s ~follow up.'.
The rally maintained a peace- .the·lobbyiDg:·c8mp8ignwith~·vis;'··­
ful .atmosphere with no injuries. its to the legislatOrs'.home·ofJices ....
or arrests despite separate failed arid withmaiteainpaigmJ oneam-'. -. . ':,' ' '.' : ."_,;' :., :-J " '.... . • . .. . . .'._ . .'
attemptstoenter th,e.Legislative..... _puses_CIlNY-and.·SUNY-Organj~~-· '~"'_.r;'e ."..~.. 'lie", ottilie SIoIe CrqIifol fnzIIllbIg--'
office Building and the Capital zationsarepreparingprotestral- iJI~,. n.erGll~·~OfJer.?,t1OIJ.~
Building. lies in both New York' City and
Approximately 300 students, Albany throughout the month of
in an organized line procession, March. Information can be ob-
entered the Legislative Building tained about these rallies orabout
chanting slogans: "Students contactingyour state representa-
united will not be defeated, and tives at the Day Student Session
"Pataki Must Go," but peacefully Government's office' located in
marched around the ground floor Room 1531 of 360 Park Avenue
up the stairs to the lobby and South.
exited. Sixty-nine Baruch students, .
Fifty to sixty students, coffin alumni and parents assembled at ..
visible, attempted a rush on the 23rd Street early on the morning
Capital Building, but were un- of Monday, Feb.. 27, and. con- ..
successful in gaining entry. fronted the cold and miserable
NYPIRG, organized the lob- weather the day had' to offer..
bying effort of over 200 legisla- CarlosCapellan, Vice-President·
tors in an attempt to gain specific of .the DSSG, stated that he was .
commitments for the support of "very disappointed with the
continuation of funding and aid. Baruch turnont." One hundred
_:h_ey alsowanted.:to :~~e~tlt leg- thirty studentssigJied ~ J "1'·'i···' iti-:;:~.:d=.:···.i::a~··.=iI:.:·.~--~:.~:_:~-...:~~.~~..-.~::~---~.:-~._~.. .~~......~-~.,~._~.'.. ~:'~:',~~.,~-.··.':"~·:-~·-~..~·_!·:!::::'~S·.~:~~.·~~··~~-:!!:-~.~··~~~'-~~.~'~:-;:~':~0•..:_.;:,.;..~..~:'~.~~.;.~-~~...~..__~.~.. ~... ~"..~.-..-~.~---
···-thec~Jjy' ..oWiDg.pfiftj~pJdits:·~.~:to'·aCCO·~r'"", '~_"'. 'o~~-' .
the opportunity to otTerexplana- am~t:.fjf people....·n.·· ",,88"
tions of the 'personal Impact ·the fo~~tO~turnone~~.~~
budget-proposal will have on their :valtUlble .student dO~~f~: '. h.,. .'
educational opportunities. MostB~ehpa~~!,~~::.:~~
. Ten students from each. par- expre.ssed disap~~~~...wiPi. ~'.':
ticipating school were allowed to 'the turnout.. Tiffany·~ven~a~.'.
lobby the legislators ofeither their sophomore, missed three cl~.
registered district or the district and w~rktoa~tendt~erally:. I.m
in which their school is located. very dls.apP~Inted':nthth~ tw:n- ....
Baruch is located in the 63rd '. out,-.s~d NIv~n. . I fe~l like 1m
district, andt!te lobbying pa~ici- protectll~~thelr educat~on,where
pants'met WIth representatives are they.. .:' .
ofSenator Roy Goodman and As- CarmmeV~quez,the ~~the.r
.semblymenJohn Ravitz and Steve ofa junior, decided to parficipate
S d when her daughter was unable.an ers. .. h hil I
. Ravitz was the only legislator "It was very wort my .~ e,.
who met personally with .. stu-feel ~ke I had a productiv~ da!,·
dents. "I have a got feeling we despIte the bad. weather, . SaId
will see the restoration of TAP Vasquez. .
. d HEOP but not full restora- Many Baruch students .felt:i~n,,, said Ravitz. He went on to both frustrated and motivated by
explain that he would not .sup:- the rally: "It.was p"re~sb:0rtbut
port the restoration ofSEEK, be- verymo.tivational, .Bald Mil'lande
cause it is_ a program. "that needs Jean-GIlles.
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larly hard hit. "What makes it
most disturbing is that we have
seen these cuts over the past
several years, since the very late
'80s, and they've continued with
essentially no letup for the past
five years," said Goldstein.
There is really very little ground
for Baruch to retrench to.
. "Our only real hope is for
the legtalatureto say 'this can-
not be,?' said Goldstein. The
numbers "are what Governor
Pataki has presented to the leg-
islature, and that's what may
turn out to be the budget. We
surely hope that's not the case."
Governor Pataki's proposed
budgetmust be approved by the
state legislature. It is expected
that the Democratic-controlled
State Assembly will give the
Governor a fight, but the out-
come is uncertain. "Let there
be no mistake - it's going to be
bad," said Goldstein. "We just
don't know how bad."
•
Ticker News
360 Park Avenue South, Room 1522
New York, NY 10010
. -". , - _. . - -...
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Meet The Candidates
The Ticker will sponsor a debate between
candidates for the Day Session Student
Government Presidency on April 13 during
clubhours. Furtherdetails willbeannounced
in later issues.
Members of the community are invited to
submit questions or topics that they would
like to see candidates discuss.
r
Send suggestions to:
Plaintiffs 'in the CUNY LawBuit: Prof. Cecelia McCall and Camille
Rodri'~!!Z
From page one
Impact Statement Outlines PossibleStaff
Cuts Under "Worst-Case Scenario"
sessment of Required Materi-" students will have difficulty se-
als," the memo carries the fol- curing courses necessary to com-
lowing projections: plete their degree," according to
February 27 the CUNY Board .' ~ "A reduction of full-time in- the memo. Seven thousand stu-
of Trustees unanimously voted structional and classified staff dents is a conservative estimate;
to declare a state of "financial positions of 240 for a savings many sections actually contain
exigency" for the University's $12,867,900." considerably more than 28 stu-
senior colleges, allowing them. -"Approximately 120 full-time dents.
to dismiss even tenured faculty faculty and 120 administrators In a separate statement,
if necessary. .would be affected by these full- Murtha stressed that these fig-
Financial exigency is a le- time staff reductions." ures are only prelimi~ary,and
gal protocol which allows col- • "Temporary Service reduc- subject to change. "It is a worst-
lege committees ofstudents and tions of$304,600, affecting part- case scenario prepared at the
staff, chaired by college presi- time employees, mostly college request of the Umveraity." said
dents, to begin reviewing spend- assistants." Murtha. "It is simply an ex-
ing. "It allows certain units to-"[T]he reduction of at least ample ofwhat a college in CUNY
be designated retrenchment 125 adjunctpositions...." might have to do under these
units," said Goldstein. Creat- The 'memo acknowledges dire fiscal circumstances."
ing a hierarchical ranking of thatauchextr'eme staffing cuts The University budget of-
academic units isa step toward will. have an immediate impact fice refused to comment and re-
deciding where to cut, Goldstein on students, by reducing the ferred all questions to Murtha's
said. number ofsections by 500. :The office.
Nearly everyone on both elimination of sections will af- Goldstein observed that al-
sides of the issue acknowledge feet 7,000 students who will not though many schools in New
that some level of staff reduc- be able to secure needed courses York and other states have also
tion seems inevitable. Under (250 sections per semester @ 28 been afflicted by financial prob-
the heading "Preliminary As- students each = 7,000). Many lems, Baruch has been particu-
"People Want To Fight" Against Budget Cuts Says USS Chair
•
By LuzOrtiz
Eighty to one hundred people
attended a rally opposing Gover-
nor George Pataki's proposed bud-
get cuts; Infront..of tbe,State Ap-
pellate Court on Madison Avenue
and 25th street on Wednesday,
February 22.
Anthony Giordano, Chair of
the University Student Senate
and several Baruch Administra-
tors were present at the event, as
well as Baruch and Hunter' Col-
lege students and faculty from
both Baruch and Brooklyn Col-
leges.
Asked whether he was disap-
pointed at the turnout, Giordano
said, "It's the middle of the day,
it's cold, but those that are here
have a lot offervor. This isjust a
precursor to Albany," said
Giordano, referring to the rally in
Albany on Monday, February 27.
"This was put together quickly.
We expect at least 10,000 in Al-
bany. I'm glad people want to
fight. This is not the time to lie
down. This is only the begin-
ning."
Students milled around car-
rying signs that read 'No more
cuts!', and chanting, "Hey, hey.
Ho, hOe Pataki's cuts have got to
go, ~ while several photographers
took pictures and radio station
WBAI and cable news station NYl
taped the event.
. City Council Member
Guillermo Linares spoke at the
rally, saying, "This is a deliberate
plan being orchestrated on the
City of New York. They're say-
ing, 'if you're poor, New York is
not for you.' We say to hell with
that! The best program to get
people off welfare is in the City
Demonstrators Picket Appellate Court In NYC
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Join us to defeat
.;
".
·March 16, 1995
, .
,Borough ofManhattan Communiiu College
11:00 a m. until 2:00 p.m.
,
...,
.' _. T
o • • ,
Join-the March for Education!
JJo~TlfL the Nlarchl Itis' albGut(fjrdlucat~o11fl1
1t s;s alb<0u t !!IJ (f)ur fu ture I
Baruch students wUlleavefor the Marchfrom 17
Lexington Building at 11 :00 a.m. Join _us there/
Day,Session student 'Government 'Release:
......1;' ......, _0.
Sign up at Student Life Qffice : 360 PAS, room
1512 or the DS8G'Office: 360 PAS, room 1535.
.. ...... ''':":::
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From page four
NYAppellate
Court Picketed
'CUNYFu~g
HearingScheduled .
all she can to make sure thes.e
cuts don't go through," said
Davie, "She will be meeting to-
morrow with college presidents,
state legislators and democrati.c
· assembfies to' ;strategize .and
work against cuts and in-
· creases."
Looking around at the small
· crowd, .Baruch College Vice
President for Student Develop- .
. b ment/Dean of Students Sam..... ,.. .. ..
Q Johnson said, "I don't ·think
.1 people understand the full .im-
.c! pact of these cuts."
year financial plan that the state
has filed for the years 95-98 do
not look "rosy."
Joseph Nash, a junior ex- The rally was held in front
pressed concern over the elimina- of the Appellate Court to em-
tion or-remedial classes. To this phasize the fact that at 2:00 pm
Goldstein stated that though re- on the same day the court was
medial' to hold a hearing where. the
classes will not be cut, he will State ofNew York would seek to
seek to find a cheaper way to overturn a ruling requiring New
continue these programs. Der- York State to stand t.ria] in a
rick Zhang, president ofthe Day class action brought by stu-
Session StudentGovernmentven- dents, faculty and staff of the
tured the question of cuts being CUNY senior . colleges,
spread evenly, with students be- Weinbaum v. Cuomo. A USS
ing the first priority. Goldstein·· press release.explamed how this
playing the role of a seasoned lawsuit, brought by the Center
~..-,p6litieiMl m~ged ... -te.-eif.:eum--. :~_ ..,.~stitatWD-al--R~.~:-al- -- --
vent a direct answer. stressing leges~tbatNew York Sta"te en-
that his goal is to successfully gages in unconstftut.ional racial
manag~thecutsacrosstheboard. discrimination by funding
Goldstein went on to say that CUNY senior programs at a
an entrenchment committee will lower rate than comparable pro- .
'be formed with members of the grams in the State University
entire Baruch community to dis- system, where minority enroll-
cuss the areas that will be af- ment is 12 percent,' while mi-
fected. adding that he could give norityenrollment in comparable
no numbers as to the percentage CUNY programs is 62 percent.
of students who will be involved. Camille Rodriguez. 'co-chair
He also was unable to identify the of the Concerned Faculty and,
.specifics ofthe cuts to course sec- Staff Legal Action Committee,
tions. is one of the plaintiffs in the
Stressing that his goal isto case. "This is the first opportu-
maintain the "mission ofBaruch" nity we·ve had to discuss the
as an .institution that supports case in court since it was filed
professional programs within a two years ago," said Rodriguez.
.liberal environment, Goldstein in- "Each side was given only 15
formed the crowd that faculty cuts inutes to present their case.
to full time staff will more than Five judges reviewed the briefs
Iikelystretch to a coupte ofhun- and we should have a decision
dred individuals. within the next few weeks. We
Wrapping up the meeting af- hope they' uphold the decision
ter a little II!ol'e than an hour to' force the State to' state' their
Goldstein said that in his opinion reasons for the' disparity be-
the meeting"was marvelous", and tween CUNY and SUNY fund-
he liked the fact that people came . ing."
~ together to share their time and 1,------------.........
opinions. His outlook was not . Writefi'or Ticker
.shared by many of the .studenta . '. . . . . '. ....
who' attendede . One student ex- . News!
, pressed frustration at what he.
saw as Goldstein's disregard f~r. .Get involved in
the need of Baruch students.
'Tracy Young, a transfer stu- your c . -1-\',
.dent in the School ofLiberal Arts . Omm~nl."J-
said, "I switched from Parsons ··The Ticker" .' ;.'.
School of Design to Baruch, hop-
ingto obtain a marketable degree 360 Park Ave. South
at a reasonable cost, and I'm sure Room 1522
I speak.for staff as well.as stu- (212);802-6799
dents when I say I feel that our
futures arebeing denied,"
"
•
for each full time undergraduate
student.
Goldstein served on Pataki's
transition team as a representa-
tive of the Presidents of CUNY,
and despite "fightinghard for the
agenda of CUNY," Baruch is now
faced with cuts in every section of
its environment. Insisting that
he will still try to preserve the
institution of Baruch, in the
month and a half left before the
expected adoption of the budget,
Goldstein admitted that it is not
a short-term. problem. In the three
ForJOUI'copy wtie·totheOfficeof
U• slyD..I..6:..._Ther:.-nner ~ ~.1
UnMnly ofNewYork, 535 East
m SIreet NewYork, N.t lOO2l.
.Preftd,eat·lIott#wuJ GoIbIei1I~ the coJillJaUllilyat AU ff,r8I
'T0IDlI Meeting"
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President Meets With Community
CUNY Budget Cuts ~re Top Concern
, To Learn More, Re.t the Stud;:-
~inthe Future: AReport
OIlThe F.mDomE Jnqwct of
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The City University of New York
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Future of
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By.Antomette Coulton
President Matthew Goldstein
met with students and adminis-
as trators in the first of his' sched-
s: uled "town meetings," and, .not,~ surprisingly, the hour was domi-
~ nated by talk of the impending
fiscal crisis facing the City Uni-
versity of'New.York. The Feb_ 23
meeting, however, yielded few
answers and even more questions
according to some students.
Goldstein, fresh from a trip to
Albany, gave what he described
as a "clear and precise view'" of
the effects ofa$46'million budget
cut to senior colleges and In par-
ticular the to Baruch college.·
According to Goldstein if Gover-
nor GeorgePataki's budget pro-
posal is adoptedApril 1, the elimi-
nation of the SEEK program and
the.•subsequent pullout of addi-
tional funds will result in a cut of
approximately $6 million to
Baruch.
In addition to a reduction in
Baruch's, operating budget, the
University is expected to raise
$11 million more than it did last
year or be faced with the. with-
drawal of even more funds. Ac-,
cording-to Goldstein, the onlyway
.the school can achieve this is by
increasing tuition. Such an in-
crease would be represented by
as much as $1000 per school year
. ..:.;
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WORKSHOP FOR SERIES 7INASD EXAM OF-
FERED
Baruch College's Continuing Studies Program will
offer Saturday workshops in preparing students for their
Series 7/NASD licensing exam. The sessions will be on
Saturdays, from 9:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., in a four week
interval beginning April 8.
The tuitioIl is $300. For further information .contact
Bernard Lynch, (212) 447-3020.
..,
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PARTY FORFRES~ '- _.
The Freshman Drop-In Center at Baruch College will
host' and open house party. for freshman to meet their
fellow students and learn what serriCes are .avaflable to
students, on Thursday March 9, from ·t:~O to 2:30 p.m. in
Room 1504 of the 17 LexiJa8tonAvenue Iluilding·
WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH EVENTS PLANNED
The Baruch College' Wo_men. of Color Network has
organized the following events in celebration of Women's
History Month: '- _ ' ,
-March 9: "Women of Achievement," presented by stu-
dents. 1:30 p.m. .
_March 13: "Woman Warriors of'America," presented by
students. From 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. and 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.
-March 16: Video: "Modesta - Puerto Rican Women
Rebelling Against Machismo." From 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. and
4:00 to 6:00 p.m. - '- --. , --
.•March 20: Videos: "Amazing Grace: Black."Wo~en In'\
Sports,"' and ~I Dream a World,." . From 1:00 to '.3:?Op.m.
and 4':00 to 6:00 p.m. : .. . .....
All ofthese events will be held in Room 1033 ofthel~t~
Street building. For further information contact Woe-
Network Chair Aurea Santana at (212)387-1624.
FOR ESLSTUDENTS
Are you trying to improve you:t: English? The Grammar
Workshop/Conversation Club will meet Thursdays from
1:00 to 2:30 in Room 609 of17 Lexington Ave. Everyone is
welcome.
TALK ON ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT .OF MI-
NORITIES
The Black and Latino Alumni Association of Baruch
College, Inc., will present a talk entitled "Bridging The
Gaps: The Power and Value qfWorkingTogether," featur- ONE FELLOWSHIP AVAlLABLE
ing keynote speakers Fernando Ferrer, Bronx Borough The Clark Fellows program will award one fellowship
President,andAdamClaytonP~wellIV,CityCouncilman.of $45,000 to an exceptional undergraduate in the New
The discussion will foeus onminorities-overc-omingpoliti~-YorkCity.areawhoIs Interesteairi pursuing graduate--'
cal, ethnic, religious, social class, and genderdifferences studies in public sector management toward holding a
in working together toward economic empowerment and position in community-based or non-profit organizations.
the importance of cooperative activism. The talk will be Applicants must have junior status or above.
held on Thursday March 9, from 5:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. on The application deadline is April 7. For more informa-
the seventh floor of the Baruch Library and Technology tion call Professor Jerry Mitchell at (212) 802-5986.
Center, 151 E.: 25th St. f
MID-MANHATTAN LIBRARY OFFERS POETRY
INCOME TAX ASSISTANCE' SERIES
The Baruch College Volunteer Income Tax Assistance, A series ofreadings and discussions with poets whose
Program will offer free assistance with tax preparation to work is represented in Aloud: Voices From The Nuyorican
city residents. VITA-is ready to assist with forms 1040, . Poets Cafe, will be presented at the New York Public
1040A, and l040EZ, and associated schedules, as wel] as Library's Mid-Manhattan branch, 455 Fifth Avenue at
New York State forms IT 100, IT 200, IT 201, and IT 214.. 40th Street, through June 14. All readings will be on
Bring all relevant documents. ... . Wednesdays at 6:00 p.m. in the 6th floor conference room.
Assistance will be available through April 15, Monday Admission is free.
through Thursday, from 12:00 noon to 8:00 p.m., at 360 The reading schedule will be as follows:
Park Avenue South,-Room 2014B, and at off-campus loca- -March 15: Sandr-a Maria Estevez and Susan Hornik
.tions.F-DI1Urf.her-information.,eall-447-~36-'12. . ·....April·l--2:··T-raeie·-·M:6rri:s---· -- .,.- ... ... _- .... ~ .-' -.
--'-- ',~.-- - _._ .. ," ' --., -- ' -May 17: Kimiko Hahn
ASIAN WEEK CULTURAL ART SHOW .June 14: Reg E. Gaines "
Baruch Asian Students Union is hosting a poem re- For more information call the New York Public Library
crtal/ar't show for Asian-American·HeritageMonth. They at 221-7676.
are currently seeking solicitations of literary works, po-
ems, artworks, photographs, skits, and essays or short
stories dealing with\Asian perception or experience. Please
submi.t work~to the Asiatl Students Association cl'ubroom
or mailbox WIth your name and phone number.
Submission deadline is March 30. For more informa-
tion call Priscilla Lu at (718) 897-5789 or James Yen (7~8)
234-1718.
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What's Up With DSS.G?
Day Session Student Government's Way OfKeeping The Baruch
Student Body Informed
By Andrew Heller
Welcome to the March 8, 1995 issue of DSSG's What's Up News Column. As the Spring 1995
semester moves on, Day Session Student Government is working harder than ever to serve you, the
students. Once again, DSSG has fulfilled its promise to keep the students of Baruch informed as to
the important issues facing this great college.
Although DSSG has many problems to tackle here at Baruch, we have focused almost all of our
energy on fighting Governor Pataki's devastatmg budget cuts to the City University of New York.
DSSG is grateful for the hard work and support of the many students who have realized the ser-ious
consequences that these cuts could cause. However, the work of 20, 50, or even 10.0 is not enough.
The New York State Government must see that CUNY students are united and extremely concerned
with the budget cuts. Governor Pataki must be sent a strong message: the students of CUNY
are against his budget proposal and will.do whatever it takes to fight it.
There is no excuse for apathy in Baruch students. Pataki's budget cuts will affect each and every
student of Baruch College. Stand up and tell Governor Pataki you're against his anti-education
budget - tell him you're APB: Against Pataki's Budget.
Student Leaders Needed
Every Spring semester here at Baruch brings a new change in the leadership of Day Session
Student Government. This year is no different and the Spring 1995 student government elections
are closing fast. Baruch is always in need of hard working, determined students to lead DSSG into
the troubling trmes ahead. Ifyou are a day session student with at least a 2.5 GPA, and are taking
12 credits of more, y~u are eligible to r'un in this year's election. Stand up and take charge ofYOUR
future, run for DSSG today! For more information, please contact the Student Life Office at (212)
802-6770, or stop by the office in Room 1512 of the 360 PAS building.
Similar to the workplace, Baruch Cojlege has a multitude of students and faculty who are first
judged on their ethrricity and the stereotypes associated with their particular race. We are faced
with a problem where individuals find it difficult to relate to one another because of cultural
unawareness. To some extent this is one of the causes that creates a barrier in forming sincere
cultural relationships.
This is why the Cultural Connections program was created. The purpose of this program is to
educate our students by sharing aspects of many cultures. Many cultures differ in language, style,
practices, and beliefs. Yet there exists a common bond between all cultures. Our hope is to start a
process that will dissolve all dividers and enhance this special bond. We hope that this program will.
create an understanding and appreciation for individuals who are ofethnic backgrounds other than
ours. Our long term goal is to prepare Baruch students for the cultural relationships that they will
find themselves in tomorrow.
Cultural Connections will include an art and poetry contest open to all Baruch students. All art
entries should deal with cultural connections and must be two dimensional, full color or black and
white, and can be in any type of medium. There will also be a poetry contest to run at the same time
as the art contest and the winner.s of both contests will be announced at the same event. The
deadline for both the art and poetry contests in April 7.
. The Cultural Connections show is scheduled for Apri127. More information as to the exact time
and location will be mentioned in later issues of the What's Up With DSSG column. For more
information, please contact Ray Mercado at (212) 802-6790, or stop by our office.
From page three
Pataki Plans
Aid Cuts
How,'To Get
.Involved
The following events ar
lanned to allowmembersofth
ommunity to voice their opin
ons on Governor Georg
ataki's Executive Budget:
-March 9: Mass Studen
eeting: Topics of conversa
ion will be the proposed $100
uition increase, the propose
otal elimination of SEEK, an
he proposed reduction of TAP
his will take place during clu
ours in 4 North, at 17 Lexing
on Avenue.
-March 16: Baruch Colleg
each-In: On this date, al
UNY campuses will have ei
her a teach-in or a town meet
ng. Faculty will be asked t
ddress the impact of the pro
osed state budget on Baruch
ackets of information will b
vailable. Watch for furthe
nformation on this. Andrew Heller
-March 23: CUNY Mas
lly in Manhattan: CityHtiH Chair, DSSG Public Relations
2:00 noon. By subway: R or ; ., .
o City Hall; 4 or 6 to Brookly For more ihFo,rmation aboout Day Session Student Govern'ment,
ridge; 2 to Park Place; A or '1 {
:i~~a:~~rsc~~~t·c:;'~~t~e pleas~ call us at (212) 802-~790~br stop bythe officeat 360 ....>
garllst-Theeutsat-{212)642-" Park Avenue South, Room 1531, New York, NY 10010.
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tom "The most recent report by the
-- NationalCenterforEducationSta-
CD tistics computed that, in 1993-94,
s:~ the national average of resident
~ undergraduate tuition andfees was
$2,479. . .. [A]liowing for in-
creases... , you can see that at our
current rate of $2,450 plus fees,
CUNY's seniorcolleges are right at
the national average. An increase
of$l,OOO ormore would put CUNY,
an institution that has the poorest
students of any comparable sys-
tem in the country, well ahead of
the national average for public sec-
tor colleges."
Reynolds also testified that
CUNY continues to rank first na-
tionally, ahead of Harvard and
Yale, as the source oftop corporate
leaders, according to Standard & MORE L bb D Att t '7'1_ d
Poor's survey of 71,500 business 0 Y ay " rae; s 1. rtOusan S
executives. "Our alumni, faculty' On Monday, February 27, the MORE Coalition organized a student rally in Albany to protest
and students continue 1& garner Governor Pataki's massive CUNY budget cuts. The Coalition, which consists of the University
honors and awards, from eleven Student Senate CUSS), Student Assembly (SA), and New York Public Interest Research Group
Nobel prizes to numerous Rhodes (NYPIRG), brought approximately 7,000 students together to the steps of the New York State
Scholars," she said. . Capital Building. Just imagine several thousand screaming, shouting, students standing out in the
She ended her testimony by .bitter cold protesting Pataki's cuts...Sounds great, right? Wrong!!! Why? Because only 69 of those
sharing an observation made 7,000 were Baruch students. That's a mere 0.9 percent of those students protesting and a slim 0.7
ninety years ago by Booker T. percent of the entire day session student body here at Baruch.
Washington, educatorandfounder However, there is still time to make a difference. Hundreds offlyers and posters have to be place
ofTuskegee Institute in Alabama. on walls and bulletin boards. In the next few weeks, several rallies, protests, and budget teach-ins
"It Is.Iittle matter, requiring little will be held, most importantly, on Monday, March 27. More information will be coming soon. In the
thought, .generosity or statesman- meantime, take time out to write to The Ticker and express your views on Pataki's budget cuts.
ship to push a weak man [or If you would like to help out in any way possible, please call DSSG at (212) 802-6790 or stop by
woman] down when [he or she] is our office in Room 1531 of the 360 PAS building. Remember: 'it's your money, your education, and
struggling to get up. Anyone can your future!
do that. Greatness, generesity, . . ' '
statesmanshipareshowninstimu- C It 1 C' ' ti 'rIA h DAdM . ·
Iating, encouraging every indi- U ura onnec l OrtS 1. Ttroug ance n USlC
vidual in the body politic to make P lanned
ofhimself[orherselfl the most use-
ful, intelligent and patriotic citi-
zen possible."
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sound educational priorities as hallmarks ofthe
process. We have fundamental guidance in
Baruch College's Mission Statement, developed
. here on campus and then approved by the
University's Board of Trustees. It is worth
quoting in full:
Baruch College is responsible for the educa-
tion of a significant proportion of the diverse
community that relies on The City University of
New York to achieve its educational goals.
Baruch's primary mission is to educate stadents
for effective leadership in a global political, so-
cial, and economic community, principally
through programs in business and administra..
tive disciplines, but also in the arts and sciences
and in education.
Baruch's mission requires the integration of
exemplary, comprehensive programs in busi-
ness and administrative disciplines with a broad
range ofcourses, from introductory to advanced,
in the humanities and the natural and social
sciences. Baruch's mission also requires that it
emphasize the importance of both its under-
graduate and graduate programs and that its
faculty be in the vanguard of scholarship and
applied research. In' all its facets, the College is
committed to incorporating principles ofleader-
ship, social responsibility, modern technology,
and a global perspective into its programs.
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I "Don't Think So
By CandidaDeIIer-Kortright
I am writing in regards to what I consider to
be one ofthe most ignorant responses to a ques-
tion, that I have ever heard. I- am talking about
the answer that Linda Lawson gave in the last
edition of the ticker to the question, "Do you
think the presidentof Rutgers should step down
"...3/4 ofAfrican
Americans have
'white 'genetic
heritage."
and how it will suffer if state funding is re-
duced so sharply. And, above all, please keep
in mind that colleges in CUNY have no local
revenue generators to diminish our depen-
dence on the only two sources of operating
funds: "tax-levy support at a level set annually
by the legislature and tuition payments.
The pressures on Baruch's budget for next
year are already causing hardship on campus
by forcing us to notify nearly twenty adminis-
trators, this week, that their employment will .
end this June. These are valued employees,
many with lengthy careers at the College. It is
tragic for these individuals and for Baruch
that their retention has been subject to the
budget shortfall. And even worse, this week's
reduction in College staffis not the last ofour
; likely layoffs, but only the first. We will be
losing more familiar faces and trusted friends.
Just how deep the cuts will be, and which
decisions will best sustain our educational
programs through these trying times, are not
yet fully known. But the decision-making
process at the College will depend on wide
consultation, with representatives from' all
campus sectors on the retrenchment commit-
tee. I. hope my leadership will enable the
College to move through a potentially demor-
alizing crisis with fairness, good sense, and
The opinions expres8etl on the. Exhale po.ge. are those of the individutJl w~, dnd do not MeeBBarily
represent the opinionsofThe Tickereditori4lstoff. TIle fielteracceptB only typewntten cmd signedopinion
piecettofnomore tJum 750 UJOrds from~k.College~.PublictJtion ofExbalecrticleB is eontinllent
.upon an editoriGl board vote. Letters must be no more t1ua 350wortla, typeWritten and signed.
T!~
letters will Mt be publiBheiL However, WMlI appropriste, IIGlIIawill be withheld upon requetl
t. Writers
should proouu day .and fiening telqhone.~All~1IBare Subject to editingfor~GM
cltu#y..z-~all~pi«:a.CJ1!d ..~~.~ Exbale fltlitor. . .
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-Edward C.-Sullivan, Chair, Assembly Higher
Education Committee
Room 717, Legislative Office Building
Albany, NY12248
•Roy M. Goodman, State Senator
270 Broadway, Room 2400
New York, NY 10007
-Herman D. Farrell, Chair, Assembly Ways and
Means Committee
Room 923, Legislative Office Building
Albany, NY, 12248
-Catherine Abate, State Senator
Room 415, Legislative Office Building
Albany, NY 12247
•Steven Sanders, State Assemblyman
201 E. 16th St, 4th Floor
New York, NY 10003
**
-Joseph Bruno, Senate Majority Leader
Room 409, Legislative Office Building
Albany, NY 12247
-Kenneth P. LaValle, Chair, Senate Higher
Education Committee
Room 806, State Capitol
1\.lbany, NY 12247
-Sheldon Silver, Assembly Speaker
_
c .
Room 932, Legislative Office Building
Albany, NY 12248
-Ronald Stafford, Chair, Senate·Finance
Committee
Room 502, State Capitol
Albany, NY 12247
.The anti-budget rally in Albany on Feb. 27 was, in one respect, an unqualified
success.
Over 7,000 representatives of CUNY and SUNY converged on the capital to make t
heir
points-of-view known. In another respect, however, the rally could have be
en better..
Baruch college was represented there by a mere 67 students -0.7 percent o
f the day
session student population.
In a commuter school like this one, many ofthe students have other commitmen
ts, like
work and families, but the importance oftaking an active role in this struggle
cannot be
overemphasized. .
Because Governor George Pataki, a Westchester Republican, has demonstrated
what
can only be seen as blatant disregard for the needs of city residents, CUNY's on
ly hope of
averting a nearly $50 million budget cut lies in the State Legislature. It is very important
to let both houses ofthe Legislature know that the Governor's plan to eliminate
SEEK and
cut TAP, while raising tu.ition _and instituting the wholesale firing of faculty
and staff,
will only serve to drive lower-income students out·of school, and make cla
sses more
difficult to enroll in for those firra.ncial ly lucky enough to stay.
We cannot afford to be silent - silent majorities are typically ignored.
A proposed budget that will affect 100 percent of Baruch's students should
attract
more than a fraction of a percent of the student body.
Get Involved, Baruch!
"T'h e re are ways of getting involved without demonstrating. One very effectiv
e way of
registering discontent is by writing to your elected officia ls.
CUNY is organizing a university wide letter writing campaign, with Dean Ron A
aron
t~kin~po~nt here at Baruch. Students are urged to call him at (212) 447-3500, or stop by
hIS office In Room 1702 of 360 Park Avenue South for information. Following
is a list of
legislators, with their office addresses. Every letter counts; politicians r
espond to
volume.
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Close .Encounters Of The Third Kind
.4
-By Bennett Maurer • us. what I had for dinner, I replied and noticed
"My philosophy, lesbians, lesbians lesbi- When I had to go to the bathroom, I was that her girlfriend was fondling her, and 1
ans!!!!!!!!!!!!"-Howard Stern 1994, Private worried that there would be no men's room. mean all over, Iwas freaking out. My quick
Parts. ' But to my good fortunes, there was one wit came out with this comment to the L.A.
"Where there is no penis between us present. Then I wondered if the male role, .' chick:'" I know what you had for dinner
friends, lesbian no man's land. Lesbianany butch in that scene, goes into that bath- besides beer, probably some tuna fish."
woman could be a lesbian." Frank 1990. room. After elim,inating the beer from my (Rimshot, please'Z.Actuafly in this case, a
I have had friends who were lesbians in system, 1saw my friends rapping to the two rim job would be much more suffice)
the past, but these meetings were soooo black dykes sitting next to me. It's a weird We got stoned at the party.. Later, in
different and weird. That I felt that they scene .to describe. comes this BIG muscle-bound guy (Mr. Ste-
must be discu¥ed.. So here is my' story. Picture if you will these four women roids is what I label him) he sits right down
It started ~ht before Christmas when putting the moves on each other. Then when next to my friend who informed me that he
I went out with her and someone she knows. my friend leftme to go to the "ladies" room, was just a friend. I said:~) understand, he
This person was from LaLa Angeles, just one of the dykes came up to me and started has tremendous psyche and a big schlong, I
from that alone I knew she had to be strange. to talk to me like a man. She said," Is she . take the hint." She was trying to convince
This chick also a comedian, so figuring that yours, because she is really very good look- me otherwise though.
I love comedy, I'd give her some of my ing. Oh man, I'd love to go out with her." The room was getting quite sexual with
material. To use you know? Be a writer of me having no piece of it. I went inside for a
hers. She had red hair tattoos all over and , vodka and cranberry. Then came the crazi-
a diamond studded earring and on top of it "The black dvke's est part, I couldn't get back into the room.
all, she was Jewish! Right there I knew I'd 'J' I was locked out while everyone else was
have GREAT material for the archives. fri nil' at th h ., taking care of business. I pounded and
After a couple of beers, I discovered -~. e s ere W lIe pounded to try to get back in there, to no
that the two of them live in the same room •• avail. Until finally, one of the dykes told
and sleep. T~en my curious instincts took : herchick didall the me to comeback later.
over, I ask: where do both of you sleep?". Unfortunately, I had left my black
Ms. L.A. said, "In the same bed." I should've talkin0. " cashmere overcoat on the very bed where
continued with that line of questioning but 'b I all these sexual escapes were taking place.
the beers and embarrassment made me keep I was worried about the coat having stains
quiet. {Tell me you wouldn't feel all weirded out of sex on it without me involved. (Remem-
Two beers later, we hopped on the train at this point?) ber in this room was my friend, Mr. Ste-
to go to the village. The L.A. chick was .T.he black dyke's friend sat there while roids, the dyke and the L.A. chick. Man was
telling me that she just likes ladies better. I mad, all that an also the fact was that I
Not from any previous experiences but be- her chick did all the talking. They both wasn't in the room. God knows, what was
were very heavy set and looked like the
cause of "the s.ensuality" that women pro- t t.vni l' d h . b.i going on in there.)
vide. I asked her if she missed the pen.is, s ereo. YPd~ca ImadgeNs tportraYfeth WI ed~ t ~s I did what anyone else would do in this
sh~ went on a rap where finally admitted to ,~~~n~ IS Iscusse.. 0 one ~ e ales l.D- situatiori, .as John:- Belushi 'suggested to~;' yes._,sbe~~did.. -She isn't fuffY-lesl)o-:Duf"~-.kJ,J...e_L.a._r~J90ked bk~_~h~::~_n~~ -~~~t_ ~.~w~r~ -- ~ -ElouDder in ADimalH031s~~..;~__I)~Tink b.e~vilx.~_" ,
, . ,. ..- - - ....-..- •. -. ' SternmeS8eS 8J!OUndwith·---Great·.:adVice-it-was.-For -theDe"xt hour and
between the head trips and where she is at, After a little dancing to some Techno-
wome.n turn her on. . . , music, how anyone dances to that music I'll a half I drank. Vodka, beer whatever was
Wh h II fi th t t
around. What else could 1 do about it?
IC was rea y me WI me,I s no my never know. It has absolutely no steady
place t.o judge h.er. God is su.ppose~ to do beat and moves allover the place. It makes Then two huge Spanish guys came over
h t t d th II f th Th G d
the house with beer trying to get in that
w aloes WI a 0 IS. IS 0 me f eel like I'm at a fashion show not a
b bl
di ds rt 11 d . b t ' room but, I told them:" Unless 'you guys
pro a.. y rscar S.1 a .an. wor'rres a ou dance. I ·feel like unless I consume many
t h 1 k fth t h
want sloppy 'seconds, that room is quite
more Impor-tan ,t mgs 1 e 1. eras was drinks, cocaine orall ofthe numerous drugsh 0 h 11 busy. They didn't believe it, until the dyke
t rown out. r ow many times you ca that are used by the fashion industry and came' out from the room. (I still wasn't
The Psychic Friends Hotline. the "artistic community," I wouldn't be able allowed-in there though, to pick' up my
So the gab feast goes on, when you are to dance to this music. Fortunately, I had belongings though.)
full of beer, conversations come and go as plenty of beers in me. So the music wasn't Finally my friend came out of the room,
fast as a snap o.f a finger. This is w~at much of a worry. and it was total denial on her part. "Oh
happened. My friend IS much more quiet, We left the bar and my friend and I went nothing happen," she said meanwhile Mr.
thus making L.A. the one I spoke to. We got this lady's house who was a lesbian all the Steroids was sitting in the room with his
off the train to tr~nsfer, and sh~ squatted way. From the vibes I was getting, I knew pants down to his knees; -Who are you
down and peed r-ight there. WeIrd scene, that I wouldn't want to have sex with her. ' d " 11trying to kid? I'm not that stupi , were a .
but with the beer in me what is there for me She was abutchy dyke allright. Not very that I could say. "Listen I just wanted my
to do? nice either, she seemed very surprised to belongings, you could stay in there for the
Finally we get offthe train and go to the see a man in this scene. The L.A. eh'iek was1 N 11 rest of your life."
west part of Grenwich Vi lage. ot rea y , stripping down to her undergarment for a Then she started to feel sick. Consider-
~hepart.1 frequent on my dru~ken strolls, night of fun and frolic. I guz~led down an- ingwhat has just occurred, that is the least
It was hke the rest of the rright; totally other beer and was parading around the she should feel. She began vomiting and my
inconsequential. While looking for the tav- house in a blonde wig that she had around only' question was, whose fluids was .she
. erns, a joint was being passed around. I the house.
. . h vomiting?
started to freak the two of them out WIt The L.A~~chickwas discussing her prob- So Lended up leaving, despite her con-
me riffing and doing bits totally off the top lems with ·some of the ladies. I was very stant pleading. Hell, I only had a Iitnle.
of my head. The comedienne thought it was jealous because she was picking up more dignity left and I didn't want to get into any
really good. Six hits later, we were there. women then 1 was. What were hersecrets? fights over her with Mr. Steroids. She's
And after se~r~hingthree bars, we fo~nd I could sure use the help. ..-, definitely not worth me getting my ass
a place to .0ur.lIklng. The two, of them trIed My friend and I left for home besides kicked for. I mean she isn't Pamela Sue
to call their friend who a~peared ~aterthat, being ve·ry drunk, my only regret was that .. Anderson or anything.
night. During one of the two pitchers, 1 I didn't find out more about their scene. After a little conversation, 1 left with my
discovered that 1 quite possibly could've The night was over. I felt like my hunk Walkman blasting Frank ,Zappa and me
been the only man in there!! It was a les- between my legs was inconsequential that stumbling all over the streets. It;-was a
bian bar.. . night allright. One could understand why. miracle I finally made it home.
The L.A chick was roaming around the Two days later 1 was invited- to my . The last three things that went through
place. This place was totally dark with f~iend's XMas party. Same set of people my mind on this very weird night were first
Elton John's lesbian song, All The Young were there. Little did I know what kind of b bl '1 . that I wasn't going to e a e to get my
Girl~ L~ve Alice,~ppropriatelyP aY1n~ on a night I was in for. 1 still can't believe it. favorite book in the whole world back..
the Jukebox.)1 dId~not see any physical It started out innocently, enough, Second, with the amount of alcohol that I
contact wit~ any\.ofthe dykes. Just plenty drinking beers and mixed drinks with the consumed, at least I didn't vomit. And
of sehmooaing between them. A couple of flakes and freaks. Madonna's best song- -
. h finally, there weren't any noticeable stains
realdies~ldykes·weresitting ng t-next-to , FEVER' was playing. L.A.' wanted to know or funky smells on my coat.
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continued on page 12
you had more HAPPENING things to do.
There is still another march that all of you
apathetic comatose students can be vocal' at. On
March23rdtherewillbea protestatCityHall, 12:00
noon, you all must attend Club hours are at that
hour, so whybother takingthe usual route, thatall
business students take. Speak out once in your
damn life.YC;>U wantto know why, hereare thefacts.
TAP will be cut for all students by ten percent.
All financial aid for part-time students wotild be
eliminat.ed.CUNY&SUNYoperatingbudgetswould
greatcampus newspaper. Mr. Rodriguez, you seem
to be forgetting that this is a college newspaper and
nobody is interested in reading about foolish experi-
ences ofthe stereotyped Latinos thatyou seem tobe
living vicariously through.
I held my tongue last semester since I was
hoping that your installments would improve, but
they never did. I believe in freedom ofthe press so I
am not saying that you do not have the right to
continueyourone-sided,meaning!ess,ignorantlittle
stories. However,thefirstamendmentalsogivesme
the extreme pleasure oftellingyou how I feel about
your work. This is a new semester and now is the .
best time for you to take a good look at some ofthe
trash you have had the nerve to submit. Let's see if
you can try to make your stories good for something
other than lining for a parakeet's cage!
hates the ideaofa conservativeCongress,especia])y
the SpeakeroftheHouse. Therefore, they resort to
insults and character assassination. '
The liberals.go on:
Richard Threlkind on ~BS's"Eye on America"
speaking of conservative ta1k radio: "A kind of air
pollution as close as your car radio."
...MaryWilliamsWalsh,LosADiftlrsTimes: "Some
have come to the arresting conclusion that theyare
worse offtoday than they were under oon'l' umism
Many men have lost their jobs. Women have lost
cbild-care centers that. cost 20 cents a day; practi-
caUy allhouseholdsarepayingmanytimesmorefor
rint and sustenance. And even the eastern Ger-
mans who now have 'made it' talk of a certain.
something that is missing from their lives."
Washirn$>nPost: "TheWickedLateNightWays
And Bad Advice ofRush Limbaugh"
OnABC's, World News Tonight, theyrecognized
people as"Personofthe Week" FromJanuary 1988
to December 1993 44 liberal Democrats won, while
only nine conservative Republicans received the
same acclaim. Time magazine even namedMikhail
Gorbachev "Man of the Decade."
The vast media empire is controlledby liberals,
from Dan Rather to Lars Erik-Nelson. They are
almost all liberals, with few exceptions. With the
RepublicanCongress, andafearofaClintonloss,the
media isgoingcrazy. Thecountryhas shiftedto the
right but the media is holding firmly in its tracks.
Eventually they toowill have realign themselves or
'they will face poor ratings. So you leftists in the
media it is time to step aside.
REALLYwant to pay an extra thousand dollars for
school? Why should the citizens for New York be
responsible for the incompetenceofourgovernment
getting us in the financial pit that we are presently
., -
m.
Doesn.'tanyonecare?Whyeveryoneofthe 16,000
Baruchstudents isn't down inAlbany is beyond my
comprehension. Seventy, only seventy damn stu-
dents went down there!!!! Don'tyouem:e atallabout
your future? From the deplorable turnout, your
silence speaks louderthan anywords. WhenPataki
passes this stupid budget, don't go bitching to any-
one. Youhadyourchanceto speakoutandobviously
Second, as a writer, I must say that you are a
disgrace to writers everywhere. May I suggest that
youtake afew writingcoursesbeforeyoucontinueto
embarrass yourself any further. This isn't high
school anymore Mr. Rodriguez. Your should con-
sider writing about things that pertain to college
students and steer clear from what you might have
considered to be "cool"inhigh school; such as cutting
class,cursing, etc... Itmaynotbe"cool"inyourclosed
little mind to be intelligent or have an appreciation
for the arts. However, I assure you that you are
looking like an a-hole. That's a word that you
would use, right Mr. Rodriguez. Perhaps ifl speak
in your language, you just might understand me.
It is clear thatyoureditoris far too polite to point
these things out to you. Guess what? Tmnot polite
when the ideaofputtingdown Latinos is suggested.
I'm not polite when someone who obviously isn't
serious aboutwritinggets space inwhatshouldbe a
tryingto destroyhiscredibility. Alltheyhaveto fight
withissomedumbbookdea1. Theliberalsraisedhell
overthisbeca.use Newtwasmakingmoney. I never
heard before that making money is wrong, greedy,
andunethical, especiallyifitiseamedina legaland
moral manner.
The leftist mediaattacks himbecause the "Con-
tract With America;" will dismantletJrirty years of
liberal policies, i.e., the welfare state. They have
written such things as:
Anna Quindlen, New York Times "He has
become the most powerfulpurveyorofthepoliticsof
elusi "~ USlOn..•
Minneapolis StarTribune: "He's either so used
to being a flame thrower that he hasn't gotten the
hang of speaker like statesmanship...or he intends
to take his ruthless, smear-the-enemy style to new
heights."
Detroit Free Press: "Like the gangster in a bad
moviemelodrama,Mr. Gingrichistryingtothreaten
President Clinton and, by extension, the nation."
The Washington Post headline: "GingrichLobs
a Few More Bombs"
NBC NEWS: "Pugnacious casually reckless in
his attacks."
Time Magazine cover headline: "Unele Scrooge:
'tis the Season to Bash the Poor. But is Newt
Gingrich's America really that Heartless?"
Newsweek cover: "How the Gingrich Stole
Christmas"
I have never heard nor seen this kind bashing
referringto liberal SpeakersTip O'Neil, Jim Wright
orTom Foley. Let's face the facts, the leftistmedia
Bennett Maurer
"How many times must a man turn his head
pretending he just doesn't see?"-Bob Dylan's
Blowin' in the Wind, 1962.
I was at the protest on February 27th up in
Albany, and my question to the entire CUNY and
SUNY faculty, students and parents is: Wllere the
hell were you?". Shame on all of you, This. is a
democracy and the' only way that politicians will
respond to the people they 'are supposed to serve is
ifthesepeoplelighta fire undertheirasses. Vietnam
is a perfect example.
Doesn't the hike in your tuition, and the cut in
financial aid for everyone, affectyou? Doesanybody
By Robert Sauer
My friend from the other side ofthe political .
spectrum. believes that the media is not liberal
oriented. That is at least whathe writes. In fact
he goes so far as to dare anyone to name one
liberal on CNN. My friend must never have
watched "Crossfire," then. On that program,
which airs daily, there are not 'one but two
liberals. One is Michael Kinsley and the other
one is usually a guest. There are two
conservatives to balance the program, thus
inspiring the name ofthe show.
It appears to me that myfriend did not examine
other stations too thoroughly, nor did he -study
magazines or newspapers. Are they not part ofthe
mass media as well? He does speak of a few
members, Diane Sawyer and William Safire, who
workedundertheNixonadministration. Nixonwas
far from beinga conservative. Here's a bitofhistory:
Nixon instituted wage and price controls, far from
being aoonservative idea Nixon is not considered a
conservative in most people's minds.
The only conservative-dominated component of
themedia is theAM-radiotaIkshows. I contendthat
my friend is wrongwhen he states, "There is a lack
ofliberals in the media" I will prove otherwise and
not by throwing stones, as my friend might think.
Everyday I hear liberals in the media attacking
conservatives such as: Newt Gingrich, Bob Dole,
•DickArmey,Jesse Helms, PhilGramm, and Ronald
Reagan. Rightnow themainattack isonthe current
Speaker ofthe House, Newt Gingrich.
They are trying to destroy this man. They are
•
.
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About those articles
l,-Que ...Pasa...Manny?
. By Eriea Concepcion
As a fellow staffwriter, I feel compelled to break
the news to you Manny Rodriguez. This may come
asashocktoyoubutlhopethatyouwillkeep inmind
that it is for your own good. That garbage that you
call fiction must be stopped immediately!
I have tried to keep an open mind as I read your
"fictional" installments last semester, but I've had
just about enough. Good fiction doesn't require
vulgar curse words to keep a reader interested.
Literature that is worth reading needs to have
•
substance, and that is somethingthatyour work, or ,
rather your failed attempts, truly lack.
First, as a Puerto Rican, I am shocked and
appalled at the stereotypical way that your Latino
charactersareportrayed. NotallLatinossayf-k in
every sentence they speak. Nor do all Latinos live
in poverty, get pregnant or go on welfare. Your
disgustingwordsdepictus Latinosina terrible way.
•
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Democrats toplaytostudents'biggestfears abouta
cut that in reality will barl~ effect them.'Th:isall
oomes at .tbe·heelS··of the. defeat··of the Balanced
Budget Amendment. a measure which could have
.cappedthegi-owthoftheFederalGOveriunent's$4.7
trillion debt. It's defeat atme due to six Senate
Democrats flip-flopping from their support for a
. virtuaDyidentica1 bill voted on less then a year ago.
For the sakeofour future, we must putalid of
spending,Pataki'sbudgetdoes thatforthefirst time
in over halfa·centuIy; (before many ·parents were
born). The education budget is the least cut item in
Pataki's budget. Still many student have followed
the .lead of faculty .and student government in
.protesting the cuts, some students have even said
they want to "shut down the city." As tomorrow's
professionals,you are-not powerlessbutwith power
must rome wisdom. You should state you voice OIr
thebudgetbutfirstI urgeyou toconsidertwothings.
Who's lead are you following and what are your
interest notjustat this momentbut in the long hall.
Truth or Consequences
Pass The Buck
•••"
•
By Kevin Degidon
The real deal
You know You Make Me Wanna
..
SHOUT
------'-'-. .--/"
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My fellow students, badnews has arrived. Gov- should have over the allocation ofpublic education
emor George Pataki wants to slash spending on funds, Gov. Pataki has sided with the mayor. Now
SUNY and CUNY ·schOOls asa .result, ·tuitioo is .. that~ ·two Jeaders believe that .leaving· such
expected to rise $1,000 a year and one tenth of bureaucracyunaccounted for is a recipe for waste
. enrolled professors will be laidoff This is according and Incompetence, ies no 'wonder why we r:eel an
tovarious circulatingflyers andreports'inthenews. earthquake of tremors Coming from public eduea-
After all ifthey say it, it must be right. But wait a tional headquarters. All this uproar has been or-
minute,just how much is the governor proposingto chestrated by lies from bureaucratS who are out to
cut out ofthe states higher education budget? save their ownskin.
Is rise of $1,000 is a roughly 40% increase, The educated and skilled stand to reap the
combined with the layoffs for this to be an accurate .greatest benefits ofeconomic booms with the more
scenario thegovemor would have to be cuttinghalf permanent and better paying jobs. With the right
thehighereducationenti.rebudget.Inreality,Pataki's . coordination, the tri-state area has the potential of
outlays only propose a 4.8% cut to state and city becoming a breeding ground for the biggest eco-
colleges. Without any internal cuts in our in our nomicexpansionsince thePost-warboomofthe 50s.
collegesitwould only take a $115 increase in tuition But iflarge deficits,.high spending arid high taxes
tomadeupthe lost revenue. Butthereisplentyoffat continuetobethetrend, we will continue to crumble
to be cutinourpublic educationalsystem. Programs to landfill. School administrators are not the only
such as S.E.E.K havehelped dramatically increase prchestraters of the anti-budget cut rally. With a
the amountofremediation. As a result, the average recordnumberofyoungvoterspullingtheGOPlever
student takes twice as long to graduate he would last November, this is clearly a last ditch effort by
have thirty years ago. It now takes on average four
years togetanAssociates Degreeandeightyearsfor
a Bachelors. And for every 10students who enroll in
a CUNYcollege7dropout, thevastmajorityofthem
during remediation. We are wasting their time and
moneybecause some can't admit that college is not
suppose to be for everyone. It was made for the
academically inclined.
Sensitivity courses can alsotake the ax. College
shouldpreparestudentsforthereal world ofcompe-
tition not.fillthemWithpro~daand propriety. -
Sex··ooucation courses have there own major in .. . .
~~..J~J:'?'i~_~~~j!~!:~.·~_~~i~~~_!~e ._. ~~~~ ~'~..'~._'~~~.' ..~~' --- ~--=.~~.,- [!~ ~~ies~ Legaey-t&:-t~ _~~~~,-.Myr~.~:__._. __ ..
employersrespondifasttidentapplyiDgforajObsaid At one time or anOflier, you ve prooabIynaa ~gne'1wfitl!~tJm~,.wtm! tnU!m:Ied
he majored in ~x?Student Government can go to, some liberal professor tell you and the other· toprovide adequate outpati.entpsychiatriccare
they collect on average up to $50,000 a yearbut can hostages that homelessness in Ameriea is the and supervision, b~·~ey w~ ~jacked by
anyone point to something that has been aceom- faultofRon~d~.flOD1e~n~~~~: 'Q:re~ Societr,·pi~~ t~ sky, ~tural<revolu-
larly used b¥-liberals:as ail iildictment of the . tionthinking.-He goes onto.~y,,".~.psychia-
1980's,. capitalism, and the lack ofcompassion trists decided that government supported men-
of the American people. . . tal health centers" rather than help the men-
au'a·it-s Homelessness is actually a failure ofliber- tally ill, "would provide American sOciety with..,."I' .. alismvnot Reagan, capitalism, or. a lack of mental health... Psyc~atry doesn't know how
compassion. In the 196'O's, state-run hospj~s .to do that and the plan...smacked Jess,of psy-
.., ifte. began to deinstituti~alizethementa1~y)ill. 'chiatry than of social work, even social activ- .
You a ·.e.ryou Psychiatristsandsociologistsbelievedth.~~the. Ism..." ". . ... .mentally ill would fare better in community ' .. Although'only 789·centers went into opera-
settings. Civil liberties lawyers fought statutes tion, fewer than the goal of 2,000, .patients .
leave college?". ;~J~e~1~~~ :~~=~:~=~:t:;~~~=h~~~~~'::::~' :::I:~
their will. 200,000 in the 1960's and another 205,000 in
Although there was little empirical evi- the 1970's. From 1965 - 1975, inpatient popu-
plished by Student Government? Ifall this excess .dence, some deep thinkers had the brilliant lations in statehospita1s fell from 475,000 to .
can by zeroed in on and eliminated, the tuition idea that the mentally ill were victims of soci- 193,000. By 1980, .the figure was .137,000.
increase can be as little as nothing. ety, arid that the institutions themselves caused Many of the patients ended up on the streets,
Beforeyoubliddownandbaskinthesighofrelief their sickness. In a 1961 book; psychiatrist . and the civilliberties lawyers kept them there.
however, consider another factor, what awaits you Thomas Szasz questioned the existence ofmen- . In an article for The Public Interest, W.
after leave college. Gov. Pateki has.,~~ ~ .tal illness, writing that madness is the fault of Robert Curtis write that·during the 1870's, the
budget deficit of $4 billion and MlI.yor Gjuliani societY,~,~t the patients SymP~~i - federal courts Carefully scratinized in,dividual
mheriteda deficitof$1.8 billion.TheSedefi~tswere actually a 8~~ent of his problems, . ~ ... ·~/rights.of~e~~~~yill.~e14~amendment
and will continue to drive businesses elsewhere. In that same year, sociologist Ervin Goffman Bald to the Constitartion began to be Interpreted as
NewY9rkCity,ip~$400,OOOjobswere1ost that the rules of:the mental hospital only made proteCtii1g th~ m~nt8l1y1~ froin sta~ decision .
in.the Dinkins ye8rs as the unemployment rate ··the patients look.crazy. Similar psychobab,?le making. The courts began to limit the authoi'-
jumped above 10%.Sin£eGinJiani has taken office, was relayed through the works of writer Ken ity ofthe stateS to make voluntary admissions,
however21,OOOjObshavebeenrestored1llerateof . Kasey and R.D.Laing, apsychosnalyst. . . . to deny ~ests for discbarge,~..choose the
unemploymenthas come backdownm7.9%. These newideas were embodied in the Com- kind oftreatment, and to decide itselfabout the
AcrosStheHudsonwhereGov.ChristyWhitmaD. munity Mental Health Genter Act of ~963. level offunding provided for institutional care.
hassubStantiallycuttaxes, twoRuigersUnive~ Underthis law, which President Kennedy per- . Two prominent court. decisions stand out.
EconomistsJamesW.HughesandJosephJ.Senec$ suadedCongresstopass,seedmoneywasgiven In 1972, Lessard v. Sebmidtheld thatpsychia-
predictthatthelong~~for~ew~erseyare by the federal government to. develop. outpa- ~~cannotmake decisions about involuntary
lookingup.AsstatedinaNewYorkTiniesarticle,"if tient cliDics across the country. These commu- admissions on· behalf of someone presumed
current trends hold..the state will have reoovered nity mental health centers would treat mental incapable ofmaking them himself. In O'connor
allofthe262,OOOjobslostinthe 1989-92recessionby illnessand look after released asylum patients, v. Donaldson, the Supreme Court ruled that
early 1997.". ... . .. thus avoiding hospitalization. Supposedly, the mental illness alone was not sufficient justifi-
So who should be frightened about the Pataki patients would benefit from· living in a. "nor- cation for involuntary commitment~·
cutbacks, here's ,one hint. In the battle between mal" community-based setting, cared Cor by Please, my liberal friends, take off your
Schools Chancellor Ramon Cortinez and Mayor '. social workers and psych~logi8ts rather that. ideological glasses and place the blame for the
Giuliani over how much control elected officials physician. . homeless whe~ it.belongs - in 'y()ur.laps...and
Inhis book, The Dream and the Nightmare: ·on your sidew8lks. '.
. . '.
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continuedfrom. ptJge 10-
be cut by 48%. Programs suchas EOP and·SEIt:K
would be totally enminated. All. graduate students
would not be getting any financial aid With all of
these cuts, there Winbe manysbJdents not goiDgm
be able to attend any colleges. Many teachers and
professorswillbejobless,butitdon'tseem to matter
to Pataki, education is onlyinlportant to him when
itoomestoaddinghisgolfsooresup.Orknowinghow
manymartinisbebasoonsumedinhiscountzyclub.
Speak up Baruch sbJdents!!!!! Ifyou can't p0s-
sible attend, write these doofuses. How you feel
about the cuts. GeorgePataki The Capitol, Albany
NY 11247. Senator AI D'Amato 370 7th Avenue,
NewYorkNewYork, 10001. Tell any andeveryone
that·you know, to WRITE manyletters in. response
of thesecUts.. .
It is quite obvious that George Pataki wants to
make NewYorkers more ignoranttban we already
are. The studentgovernmentofBaruchisatfaultas
well! Marchshouldbe Marchmonth, from todayon
but this studentgovernmentconStantlykeeps their
heads inthesandandhope that itgoesaway. Guess
wbatbrother?1'bebudgetisdueoutonApril4thand
we don't have muchchanceless. rm not claimjngto
be some Abbie Hoftinan or anything like that but
based on February .27th protAst, maybe this ·state
could use another one now!!!!!!
So write to these people and please for once in
your life, Speak the hell up!!.!!!!!!!!
Does
Anybody
Really Care?
"...the rules'
effectively
silence men."
Given the conditions for male participation
'an absurd concept itself', the rules effec-
tively silence men."
Entering mental illness into the victim
club he adds, "Once the language ofdisease
and addiction could be applied to behavior
"...In college,
ther are three
types of
teachers..."
True Lies
For Your Info
By MarkStepheDs
They say that nothing can compare to the time
you spend at college. All the degrees, success, fame
or lack there offail in comparison to the experience
of'beingonyourownfortbefirst time. fftbisis true,
then tellme,whydoesn'ttheatmospherereflectjust
this'2 So far, I have been delayed by elevators,
squeezedby foreign bodies in the hallway, met by
impatient professors and-have been riddled by so
muchresponsibilityinsuchashoitspanoftimethat
with four good,"human" teachers. However, on my Youcanstilldo thetbingsyouwereaecustomed to at
first day I also came in contact with a humanoid home-likesneakinginafterhours,butyoualsOgain
This teaCherbad an archedback, a thick European new wisdom and you begin to understand the an-
areent and an impatient disposition which told me cient truths like, "A man's home is his castle." The·
that this was going to be a 'wonderful' semester. dustballsmthecorner...they'reyours,theunknown
WithoUt gettinginto specifics, letmeteUyouthatin organisms growing in your closet, yours too, your·
(D11ege,therearethreetypesofteacbers:Firstthere roommates girlfriend... well, let's not ·getcarried
is the caring, intellectual type, thatalways has time away.
forajokeanda helpinghand, thenthereis the"robot Speakingofroommates, here is a situation that
. .
professor,"who simplycomes to classandmechani- calls for diplomacy. It took you ye8rs Of whining,
cally reads offnotes, not even bothering to stop for pleading,grovellingandevensublimi':\a] manipula-
.questions, finally, there is the "professorfrom. hell," tion to get yourpare11ts to give you your own room,
who eitherdoesn'tcareorcaresway toomuch. With and here you are once again, paired offwith some-
this typeofteacher,gradingishard,homeworkeven one. Fear not, even the most despicable person can
harderandeverythingisdone witha face thatcould make a good. roommate (if they are.rich, ugly and
scratch a diamond friendless that is.)
College is Latin in my book for, "Get out ofmy Living on campus however, is definitely better
house, you're 18 now sofend for yourself" With this thanthe alternative, livingathome. Parentsexpect
in mind, let me tell you what will happen to you. you to be an adult, yet they call 'missing persons' if
First, your mom won't wake you up anymore. If you are even five minutes late getting home. Fur-
there isn't any food in the fridge, chances are you'll thermore, they wantyou to study,study, study, yet
starve. You will acquire dishpan bands 'and the theykeepgivingyoumorework, work,workaround
laundromatbecomesyourhome~way:fromhome.a the house. .
realize that there are some ofyou who feel that this After all is said and. done though, parents want .
. , is no problem., that it's evena steppingstoneto your what is best for their children. Their lo~ brought
Ilongtobesixyearsoldagain,whenthewhimsofmy freedom.) You'llgetlotsofho~ork,havenosocial . you into this world, their sacrifices gave you a
imagination were canied out bymy loving parents. life, no 1V, girls, lots of girls, lots of foreign girls, childhood and their money... is makingyou a better
Don'tgetme wrongthough, I havehadgood experi- midtermsaadfinals, .Yousee, insociety'sattemptto person. This is your time to live, to experience and
ences. I havemetsomewonderful people whom I'm makeus more responsible, they forget that we are to grow. .Forget everything I just said, the true
certain Will be my friends forever. However, the still young at heart and have all the fears and meanmgofcollegelifeisthatyouwillfigureitoutfor
good experiences have been eutweighed by the turmoils that acoompanyyotI1h yoursel£ Inhigh school,we were all "spoon fed" by
stressful ones. Therefore, before you are cajoled by Whatever you do, GO TO A UNIVERSITY IN the adults in societybut incollege,we mustleamto
yourparentsandrelativesintoattendingcollege,let ANOTHERSTATE! Thereisnothingaspreciousas fend for ourselves. More so than this though, you'll
~ystorybalanceoutanyoftheir~llishedmemo- waking up in your own drool, SUlTOUIlded by beer begin to reanalyze everything that you have ever
nes. . '.. .- cans, ornotbeingafraid thatyour mother will walk learnedandintheend,the srenariowillbethesame
...~~~.~....!4~...~.-_l!.~~._¥~~ ~y~._. intQ_~_l'QQm wbe.n._vnn'~ in 'Innr .underwear. ~ evervone 21 VPA?Q~ now vnn .._"11 'be thesemester,I tookfiveooursesandwash Jckilyblessed .1"'..J1~'1':~e·'.~··meant··.- _. . "to~-~-be-· ~':':'1'.::~::-'arid~.·· .....I.~ •..• .:... .__.1_".-•.•.• _ .. ....,,__....._#.Mw,.... .:..'l!:lI'.~~~u..w...__~_.._...~Ult .n-~ .tClYUIUtRt parent and-you willpasS-oDeoe.·~81eatest.or
family traditions - the story ofyour college days.
Break Out The Kleenex
Kevin Degidon
From sociology texts to the Donahue
show, a new trend has begun in the land of
political correctness; victimization. Victim-
ization is a social "purple heart metal" a
Visa that covers all misdeeds, making the·
case that victims and their actions are mere
results of cruel fate or abuse by those bet-
..
ter off. The qualifications of victim mem-
bership are broad: you can be of any ethnic
minority, posess any physical or psycho-
logical problem. If you are Mrican, Asi'an,
Latin American ifyou're overweight, slow,
homosexual, .alcoholic abused or had an
alcoholic parent, you qualify. When America
was first founded, it was not a rich country.
"When the pilgrims came here most were
poor, many were outcasts in their old home
land but few viewed themselves as victims.
Nobody has better ridiculed this mis-
guided trend than Charles Sykes in his
recent book "A Nation of Victims."
"Victimism debilitates its practitioners by
trapping them in a world of oppressive de- rather than merely to biological aisorder
mons that they cannot, by definition con- almost any aspect of human life could be
trol. It is found at the intersects of self- redefined in medical terms." Once again
assertion and self-loathing, of moral abs~- the power of the individual can be con-
lution and self-doubt." quered by riding that individual of
Sykes displays a case ofP.C. authority at resonsibility.
prestigious Kenyon College. A handout was To declared a person or group as victims
distributed in "Biology. 14~ -setting class is not an act of sympathy but one of
rules. "For women, participation means patronization. To accept victimhood is to
making verbal contribution to discussion... accept a lifetime of defeat. The P.C. police
for men, discussion-attending to women's think they can rally every form ofoppressed
discussion and making contributions where minority to unite and take on their rich,
you are strongly motivated by your knowl- white, male, heterosexual, normal sized,
edge of women in your experience of· unabused, sane, right handed oppressors...
thought," Noted one student publication: good luck.
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congress will be provided with so far as to say Chile should
that much more ammunition have served as a role model for
in its fight to keep America's Mexico in ~ts development.
economic policy thrust within Chile has relatively low inter-
its borders. est rates, low unemployment,
Mexico's recent abysmal per- an investment rate of 25%, eco-
formance has done nothing to nomic growth has been at a
dissuade the NAFTA steadypaceforthelastl1years
naysayers who protested loud and inflation is very much un-
and long over including Mexico der control, Mexico has none of
so early in the NAFTA alli- these.
ance. Those who would use Chile's political situation has
Mexico as a reason to forestall _. been very stable now that Presi- .
any further inclusions at this· dent Pinochet is gone and its
date have not examined Chile infrastructure is ready for any
in detail. The. only similari- influx of business that Ameri-
ties bet'ween Chile 3;ndMexico can companies may want to
are geographical and lingual. throw at it. The most .crucial
The first difference, and per- difference is between the gov--
haps the most important to ernments. Mexico's Zedillo is
those fearing future invasions often at odds with the rest Qfhis
of Latin Americans into Texas colleagues on the subject of eco-
and California, is its distance nomic policy. He h~salso suf-
from the U.S. (over seven hours fered from inheriting a cou~try
from Santiago to Miami by air). from a president, Carlos Sali-
There will be no influx .of . nas, who created a rosy economic
Chileans into the U .S.people. picture to the rest of the world
Also~ its economic situation is using a lot of smoke and mir-
radically different. from that of· rors.
Mexico's. In fact, one would go
Those who would
use Mexico as a
reason to forestall
~ any further
inclusions' at this
date have not
exalllined Chile in
detail
puts even more pressure on Chile
to be a 'model' NAFTA partner.
Congress has become more and
more concerned with "abroad" is-
sues in an overall effort to curtail
U.S. foreign involvement.
Recent steps include attempts
to curtail U.S. funding in the U.N.
and the refusal to initiate the
Mexico bailout. If Chile falters
in its role as a'NAFTA member,
1994-1995 Ticker, All Rights Reserved
By Richard Browne
Sometime in May of this year
formal talks will begin with
NAFTA representatives and the
Chilean government. The talks
will focus on the incorporation·
of Chile into the NAFTA group.
Chile will become a part of
NAFTA no later than January
1997 _
• It is no exaggeration to state
that Chile's performance and in-
corporation will be crucial to
NAFTA's future. If taken to its
fullest potential, NAFTA would
become a major trading bloc the
equal of· any potential Euro-
pean, Asian or Mrican trading
blocs, the first two already hav-
ing started to come about.
The U.S. is not big'enough to
deal with any such potential
bloc on its own so having a
strong trading bloc behind it
will be crucial. Natural geogra-
phy dictate~that America's bloc
must consist of Canada, Latin
America and the Caribbean.
The U.S. congress, with its
new Republican face indirectly
•
The Opportunity .Cost OfALuxury Good, Education.
Albany Reveals The ProposedBudget ForC~ And It Is Not A PrettyPicture
By John E .. Camacho the government's interest to socialize .
Every student who has taken Eco certainprograms like highereducation, $1,.00.00
1001 or Eco 1002 must have read orletthemarketforcesdecidewhogets 51,200.00
about Economics beingdivided'in two it. 51,000.00
types. The first, Positive Economics, . As the country's political behavior. saee.ee
referstothemeasurementofeconomic leans towards the right, the issue be- $600.00
.movementshke therateofunernploy- comes blurry even for those who are $'00.00
ment,budgetdeficits,opportunitycost affected by it. First,let's get some hard $200.00
ofeducation, etc. In other words, the so.oo
whole purpose ofPositive Economics The change is a ($200.00)
is to measure. Normative Economics,
on theotherhand, referstohowdiffer- decrease of$158.1
ent solutions could be applied to the
economy. NormativeEconomicsdeals million, a 25.74%
with the question: Which economic FilfW"e 1. Dollar Change (Thousands) for 1995-96 Total CUNY Financial Budget. Source:N.Y.S. and N.Y.C.
policyshouldbeemployed toaspecific cutfrom the whole, then divided between Senior 1994-95, current budget.. Financial
problem in the economy? Colleges, to which Baruch is partof support from the City of New York:
Aspecificexampleofhowbothtypes previous budget and Community Colleges. Finally, $80.7 million, for the 1995-96 pro-
interactfu.tbereal world is the1995- . data focusing.on Baruch as part of . posed budget. The change is a de-
96p~ budget for the City Uni- dataandletthenumbersdo the talking. CUNY will be shown as well as an crease of$30.1 million,
versity of New York, by New York's The figures to be noted in this article ailalysisofBaruch'ssituationbefore Incomefromtuition: $426.6million,
Governor, George. Pataki. Positive comefromvarioussources, theyare: the and after the cuts. for the 1994-95, current budget. In-
Economics will tellyouthatTheState 1995-96NewYork StateExecutiveBud- .Acoordingtotherecominendations, come from tuition: $543.2 million, for
ofNew Yorkhasabudget deficit and get Plan, the 1995-96 New York City bybotlltheNewYorkStateExecutive the 1995-96 proposed budget. The
therefore it must beeliminated, Nor- Financial/Plan: Thefigures,bythetime . Budget Plan and the New York Citych8ngeisan~of$116.6million,
_mati~:~icSWi11guestloDlJihatd.--t:bi~~1eisPublished,are.Q~--.--_jfjn.alJci.aLFlan,tbe breakdOWD:-~._ .(seetigw::e 1), _... -_-__.._.__ ._._. __ c. __....'progrfh;I8,6i;:&iiibY~iia:StBte;shooid- -lnendat1a.i~J;~it8tatestl1:WisioIt~~-,;~tjn"jH' -GffWIam}Ps --'.-'HIe figtn8Jj. tDxwb· 8C8IY,beoaroe
becuttobringthebudgetintobalanee, Febrwuy 27,1995. Another source of asfollOws: Sta~8id: "$132:8miDion, .more:frightening':when~y are bro-
It seems that Baruch's students, as the data is theReporton The Economic f~l994-95,cumm.t~State ken-dOwn even further.. For Senior
·wellasCUNYstudentsingeneral,are Impact of the City University on New aid: $564.1 miJJion, fOr 1995-96 pro- ..~ ..~ l;l~ ~ts represent
learning .about both types the hard York. Yetanother source ofdatacomes posed budget The change is a de- the highest loss ofmoney for the past
way. '1his is the kind of issue politi- from the Registrar and Financial Aid,'- crease of$168.7 mjllion. ~":.-~10years. The 1>.udgetgoes as follows:
eians Iove to debate. Theissuebrings SEEK's offices from Baruch College.' Financial supportfromthe Cityef" ·8tateaid: $614.1million, for the 1994-
forth the discussion onwhetherit is in The figures will be given for CUNY as a New York: $110.8 million, for the continued on page 19
A Hemisphere Turns Its Eyes To Chile
~y NAFTA's Future DependsOn This Country
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Mastercard
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you could use it to buy the things you really want.
like that.) Better to get yourself a MasterCard" card. Then
. ',',': .:
~Save $2 OffA CD Or Cassette
Here·s music to your eaIS....uve 12 on one CD ol'
cassette priced 18.99 or more when you use your
~ card. One 12 discount Per coupon.
Save 40%
Jain thedub_.and S3Y'C 40% oIIthe125, lhRe-ycar mem-
bership~when you me your~ClIId.&goy
discountsofup to SO% 00 CODI3Ct Icoscs, glasses, dcsigDer
$III.", • and much more at MAmeIic:a's#1 VJSion CaR
Scvice". Foemore deails, caJl1~USA-LENSand
mention~ #401.
enough as it is. MasterCard. It's more than' a credit card. It's smart money"
Roommates tend to get weird when you borrow their stuff. (They're funny
•
.. ......
you get your own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roommates are weird
T.he Best Way To Save Money On Stuff
(Other Than Borrow.ing Your Roomm ate's.)
And with these College MasterValues" coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until
~.
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global theme. The total AIESEe
experience is beneficial not only
to the students who participate,
but also to the world.
For further information on
AlESEC and its exchange pro-
gram, visit its office in room
1445, 360 Park Avenue South.
tious, and want to find out more
about Wall Street., stop by room
640, 26th Street Building on
·Thursdays during club hours to
participate in the club that fi-
nance and economics majors are
rushing to.
nancial field. Internships, such
as the one offered byGKA Se-
curities Corporation (an invest-
ment and securities banking
firm), are rare gems to those
who wish to become future Wall
Street tycoons.
"In no other field or indus-
try can you move up so far and
so fast than in the world of fi-
nance," said Seth Finkelstein.
-- If-VO\1--are- driven .ambi-
.T , .
A .~tJker;GI lite Fintuaee tmd·BcorIomie.Sociely•.
r- r .
go abroad and gain the valu-
able international experience
that many employers .look for.
AIESEC is also a strong
advocate of cultural under-
standing. Since it is aware of
the fact that the world is
steadily becoming a smaller
place, it incorporated this
awareness into a part of its
\.
By I"isa Charles University, Hofstra University,
Clubs may go in the ever Pace .Universityand Rhode Is-
evolving community of Baruch Iand University. Theconference
College. In fact, under the lead- served as a day long tr-airring
ership of New York University, session in the various facets of
Baruch's AIESEe (The Interna- the organization for both old and
tional Association of Students' new members. Key skills were
in Economic and Commercial taught in the department of
Sciences) never flourished. sales, human resources, fi-
However, thanks to the efforts nances/management informa-
of president Venita Farrier and tion systems, external relations .
a number of dedicated students, and exchange/reception.
AIESEC-Baruch is now a func- The local committees are
tiona! local committee indepen- run entirely by students as a
dent of any other institutions. business, in effect, real work
Baruch hasn't officially be- experience isgained. The sales.
come a chapter, however,' its teams of the ·local· committees
New York locale has made it a approach established businesses
prime candidate for AIESEC and present formal proposals
and its missions. In fact, encouraging companies to take-
Baruch College. was asked to part in an international ex-
sponsor its first subregional change program.
ponferenee on Saturday, Febru- This is how AIESEe works,.
ary 11,.1995. the local committees find job
Attending the conference openings for 'students or foreign
were AIESEC local committees origin and in turn make the
in theNorthe-.A:theUDiversity . a8naeopportunity available-·for-a-.. _.' .-~ ~ .' -' ._."_"'I_'"/'.~'.~' ~-,' .• _-0 •... ''''•.'.~ _'
of Pennsylvania~SetoDHall -atudeDt 'attheir-homecollegete .. ·j .,MllUtfft. )'171Ilbiru"· <.. :-..;,..
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
By Mercy Cornejo important one. Motivation is em-
The Finance and Economics phasized because many of the
Society is continuously striving guest speakers are of the minor-
towards maintaining and sur- ity group yet they are the high
passing the level of excellence profile, very visible individuals
that, in the world of high risk who make both domestic and glo-
money management such as fi- bal transa~tions concerning bil-
nance, is a must. -The Society has lions ofdollars each day. Finance
always had an outstanding repu- is not a field for the fainthearted,
tation, and this semester the it is extremely competitive and
president Seth Finkelstein outdid only those who work hard and
himselfby presenting an array of -play -anacti-ve -role-in achieving-
guest speakers who .are leading their .. goals will succeed.
executives in their fields. _ This Events planned for this se-
.unique and much more exciting' mester include a diverse group of
approach to understanding the guest speakers who are top execu-
way of Wall Street has attracted tives from .companies such as
well over 50 active members. Lehman Brothers, Dillon Read,
"The purpose of this club is and Merrill Lynch. They will be
to¥Qgetbefgapbet~~-lill'hat sp;8a~tpg.a~~~.~eD)~lyes,~.. -.
we-~Iearn~boutfinance in school "h"-edacationattnlekgrounds;-eareers;'"
and what is actually being prac- and they will give advice to the
ticed in the industry," said Seth members attending.
Fin k e 1st e in. . In addition, there will be a
The financial world is not Career Symposium coming up on
cut and dry. Rather it is com- March 16th in conjunction with
posed of many different facets of career service which will give ta1-
business, and the transition from ented Baruch students the oppor-
- the classroom to the board room tunity to meet and present their
or the stock exchange floor is an resumes to recruiters from the fi-
•
Microsoft's Video for Windows
1.1d, a software program for-play-
back, capture and editing ofvid-
eos
EI Diario to Grow with
Group Aid. Spanish-language
daily is' moving into electronic
media. The owners of.El Diario/
La Prensa, the Spanish-lan-
guage daily from New York Oity,
announced yesterday that a
group ofinvestors had agreed to
provide the capital for a broad
expansion into electronic and
other Spanish-language media.
The new group of investors
includes Time Warner .Inc.; the
Massachusetts Mutual Life In-
surance Company; Malaysian
United -Industries, a Malaysian
company with' industrial and
media properties, and a group
that included executives of
Wertheim Schroder & Company,
the New York investment bank.
Peter W. Davidson, 34, the
president of a partnership that
bought EI Diario in 1989, will
remain a president and chief
executive of the newly formed
company, Latin communications
Group Inc. Carlos D. Ramirez,
EI Diario'spublisher, will also
remain in his .post.
James A. Harmon, the chair-
man and chief executive of
Wertheim Schroder, is to be the
chairman of the new company,
which he said would use El
Diario as a foundation for an
- .-continu.ed.on.page..19-- -._~-.- "
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FOR AS LITILE AS $25.00, WE WILL DO A
COMPUTERIZED RENf HISTORY CHECK TO SEE IF
YOU'RE PAYING THE CORRECf RENf. WE WILL
ALSO ADVISE YOU ON HOW TO HAVB PROBLEMS
IN YOUR APARTMENT OF BUILDING CORRECTED,
AND HOW TO HAVB YOUR RENT REDUCED.
THOUSANDS OF TENANTS ARE
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS A
MONTH, FOR RENf BY THEIR LANDLORDS,
BECAUSE THEY DON'T KNOW D.H.C.R~ LJ\WS.
WE WILL PROVIDE THIS SERVICE TO
BUILDING WITH SIX OR MORE APARTMENTS.
WINTHROP COMMUNITY ASSOCIAnON
904 WINTHROP ST.
BROOKLYN, N.Y. 11203
FOR IMFORMATION AM>APPO~
Apple Expects As Many As
12 Clone Makers. Apple Com-
puter Inc., which recently agreed
to allow the manufacturingofMac
clones, expects 6 to 12 companies
to .be making copies of its
Macintosh computers this year.
To capture a larger share ofthe
personal computer market, Apple
last year reversed its long-stand-
ing policy of keeping exclusive'
rights to its Macintosh operating
system. SQ far three clone'mak-
ers have formally stepped for-
ward. They are the Power Com-
puting Corporation, Radius Inc.
and Japan'sPioneer Electronic
Corporation. The first clone is
slated for commercial delivery in
the spring.
Court Order On Microsoft.
A Federal judge issued a tempo-
rary restraining order today halt-
ing the Microsoft Corporation's
distribution of certain files in its
Video for Windows developer kits,
Apple Computer Inc. said.
The order was granted in re-
sponse to a request by Apple in its
copyright infringement lawsuit
against Microsoft, the Intel Cor-
poration and the San Francisco
CanyonCompany. TheApple law-
suit contendedthat thethreecom-
panies had illegally copied and
distributed significant portions of
Apple's Quicktime for Windows
software. Specifically, Apple con-
tended that Microsoft was using
Apple's Quicktime technology to
enhance the,p.e.rformanee.-of.-.
them in close proximity to the
rest of the emerging South
American markets as well as
the Oceanic region. The gov-·
ernment is currently in the
middle of trade talks with New
Zealand and is no_w a member of
the Asia-Pacific Economic Co-
operation group.
Chilean companies, financed
by over $100 million in private
pension ·funds, are investing in
their neighbors at a blistering
.pace, leading the cross-border
integration trend along with Ar-
gentina and Brazil that is con-
suming Latin America right
now.
Getting Chile into NAFTA
as quickly as possible will reas-
sure growingly skeptical South
American governments that the
U.S. is serious about NAFTA.
With the increasing success of
the Mercosur trade bloc that cur-
rently consists of Uruguay,
Paraguay, Argentina and Bra-
zil, with Chile in close cohorts,
the U.S. may find itself over-
hauled in the regional trade pact
game.
The countries to the south are
slowly but surely getting their
act together and are hardly wait-
ing for U.S. help in banding to-
gether for trade. If the Chilean
membership isn't handled cor-
rectly now by NAFTA, the equa-
tor may become more difficult
to cross for the current NAFTA
tri~-iD-thef-atuFe-.-III· ._--
orml040
orml040A
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lectronic returns effidently done by
ax experts.
lease contact Gosh Gosalia at work 212-
19-3200' home 516-· 746-9396
G & G SERVICES
•
For all your accounting needs
during the busy tax season,
contact our office for effident, and
affordable services.
Chik, The Fourth Member?
•
contined from page 17
Mexico's currency had been
hugely overvalued and propped
up with the help of a. central
bank that was at Salinas's beck
and call.
The external debt has been,
and remains, huge. There was
little or no growth as well. To
be fair, foreign investors who
greedily pursued the 50% plus
retu.rns on Mexican stocks since
1990 while wearing blinkers to
the country's problems deserve
a great deal of the blame as
well.
To see them act like holdup
victims when the bottom fell out,
running to anyone who would
listen to them for help, left a.
bad taste in one's mouth.
Chile's government has long
looked at the alternatives of
privatizing parts of their
economy, keeping the current
deficit situation in control and,
all in all, making their country
ready to move upwards and out-
wards.
A decade ago, foreign goods
were pricing many Chilean busi-
nesses out of existence but the
government saw the long range
. benefits ofan open-market plan
and it has paid off. Chile has
not just sat around and waited
for whatever American crumbs
they can get.
The government has gone
about taking advantage ofa geo-
. gr.aphi~alposition-·that ·pla-ces
en
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How do you feel about the proprosed $1,000
.ta::~:on· ;~·c·~Orl.c-o a·nd·.... t·he····L __ ~·:·..1~~t· cuts]
.. ,"If···· ...••~ ....:.~~ . ,·f-.· ...f.J'KU. ,-.~ ....., •
, . . . , . ,
.Cassandra .Louie
Junior
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.4I.tJ.J. .
The Student.Development Omce
corrently has a letter writing campaign .to
our assembly.. persons and senators
Jrega~g budgetcuts, Please show your
support by drepping 'bythe Stndeat
Development omce Ibn 1702-or the
Student Center Rm 1512.
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international law." She said
-that the common perception
among the Arabs was that the
Jewish people were Europeans
coming to take Arab' lands, but
never in history had "a P ales-.
tinian been part of a state."
More importantly, Yasir Arafat
and others, she asserted, have
shown themselves "unable.and
unwilling to uphold the peace,"
For those who wish to
share in the JANs volunteer ef-
forts to fight Jewish persecu-
tion or require help in combat- .
ing a personal encounter with
anti-Semitism, call (212) 571-
1303. For those who would like
to explore some of the more
positive aspects of being Jew-
ish, the Jewish Student
Alliance's headquarters is in
room 1427 at 360. Park Avenue
South. Learning, shmoozing,
and free kosher meals are avail-
able during club hours in room .
2003 of the same building.
So what political mistake JAA was. approached by a stu-
have the Jewish people commit- dent who attended a speech by
ted according to Gilinsky? The Louis Farrakhan (he was paid
answer is the mistake of apathy. $25,000 to speak at University
For example, when the Crown of Massachusetts). The stu-
Heights riot occurred, she ar- dent, who is Jewish, white, and
gued, "moat Jews did not want wears a yarmulke, listened for
to get involved over a bunch of two. hours as . Minister
Hasids. She highlighted the. Farrakhan spewed vicious lies
same pattern that occurred in about the Jewish people until
pre-Holocaust Germany. the question and answer seg-
Gilinsky emphasized that ment, during which the student
if Jewish people do not speak up merely raised his hand, only to
for themselves, no one will do .be punched i_n the face by one
it for them. In one of several of the crowd members, knocking.
stories about the Crown him down to the ground. He
Heights riot, she spoke of a was unable to find assistance -
woman who begged for police from either the crowd or the se-
assistance from a 911 operator curity.
as people fired into her home Lastly, Gilinsky dealt wirh-
and her six children screamed the IsraellPLO peace process.
in terror, only to be told, "You're Her stance is counter to the
a Jew, why don't you pray?" Rabin/Arafat accord, though
In addition, she addressed . she favored a peace pro.cess
the issue of hate-speech on <;01- with the Arabs, the only group
lege campases, which has be- of people that recognizes the
come the normative practice for Jewish people's rights in Israel
extremist groups, such as the (Judea, Sumaria, and Gaza)
Nation of Islam. Recently, the based on "history, religion, and
LL
By Jason Malfatto
Through out their other-
wise joyous 3,500 year history,
two major threats have eontinu-
ously harrowed the Jewish
people: assimilation and perse-
cution. .While many contempo-
rary Je.wish .authorities have
argued that, in contemporary
society, the.former threat is the
more alarming of the two, ac-
cording to Beth Gilinsky of the
Jewish Action Alliance (JAA),
the latter threat is the highest
it has been in years.
In a lecture sponsored by
Baruch's Jewish' Student Alli-
ance, Ms. Gilinsky addressed a
group ofstudents and faculty on
February 16th in Room 1323 in
the 23rd Street building. - Al-
though her topic was scheduled
to be "The Bloody Peace Process
in Israel,'; she instead covered
a broader range of modern Jew-
ish political issues, all of which
reflected the theme that one
must learn from his or her own
mistakes.
By Marilyn Matias dents stayed overtime in order Steele, was the classical ex- and the ultra-feminier retorts,
"Chicks come to the beach to finish watching the play. ample of a childish, beer-guz- the plot was extremely predict-;
to get laid..." This statement Women in this play were zlingyoungman with. sex on his able. However, this did not stop
_wa~....!Jlade boX one of th~ J1ctot:~ __.de'-pie~~~LJn a ~ealistic. way.. mind.. Alcohol transformed Irim, me from enjoying it," said Tif-
dUF-iDg~~.iD-tbe:p~~~-.Rhon.~_plaYed~hi_ac-tr:e.si· -ititj)~j(liilrA~C1~.in~o~r~~!~~~-~t'!:e~~~-~~~~ti:e~:~.-=~~:_ ,"
ers.tHootere, brought to Baruch Erika Jaegar, was the respon- was to impress women with his After -th~ play, professor
students by the National Arts sible female in the, play. She lies. He believed that if women Walter Reichman, chairperson
Club in collaboration with the was able to make intelligent were impressed by him they of the Psychology Department,
Alcoholism Council Fellowship decisions. On the other hand, would sleep wi.th him. Then held a question session to dis-
Center of N-ew York, enter- Cheryl, played by actress there was Clint, played by Jef- cuss alcoholism and the dangers
tained a full house here at Jeanne Langston, quickly had frey Buehl, who found courage associated with it. It was ap-
Baruch on Thursday, February sex with a man she barely knew with alcohol. However, even parent throughout the show
16th during club hours.· after having some beer. There with alcohol by his side he was that women were perceived as
The issues dealt with in was obviously a major contrast still afraid to engage-in-sexual .sex objects and men were imma-
Hooters were alcohol and sex, between these two young activities with a woman whose ture children with a passion for
which -to some can be a toxic women. beauty intimidated him. breasts and alcohol. Alcohol
mixture. The four actors per- "This play was very realis- Through these four characters was a means ofescape in the lives
forming this play each repre- tic in that beingyourself, you the audience was able to see of these people. Professor
sented a particular type of per- will win the respect of others. how alcohol consumption alters Reichman mentioned that alcohol
sonality affected by alcoholism. Cheryl portrayed herself as a the personality of a person. can sometimes lead people to en-
All scenes depicted situations sex symbol, and as a result she This show was entertaining and" gage in unprotected sex. Many
which can all occur at our most was treated Iikeene," said Lucy also very·informative, it uncov- peopl~~thatcondolDSwere
vulnerable moments when aleo- Pasante, a Baruch senior. . ered the dark side of alcohol and not encouraged by the actors. Not
hol ultimately takes control of Also, the portrayal of men sex, a mixture considered to be only was condom use not advo-
our minds. Although the show was very convincing in this hip by many people. eated,'but neither was sexually
exceeded club hours, many stu- play. Ricky, played by David "Between the witticisms transmitted diseases mentioned.
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on the history and' present state
of the Black Panther movement,
it was also a political gathering
against Governor George
Pataki's proposed CUNY budget
cuts and tuition hike.
As you walked into the au-
. ditorium lobby, vendors. set up
tables adorned with t-shirts,
books, buttons and pamphlets
describing the Black Panther
Day Session Student Government(DSSG), Evening Session Student Assembly.
Sigma Alpha Delta, and the Office of Career Services SB
:: ...
Sponsors:
.......
~''':~HINK
LO/~1iNG
-.
By LaTasha Pugh
. In Celebration of Black
History month, the Baruch Af-
rican Student Senate sponsored
a forum on the Black Panthers
. The panel was held in the
Baruch college auditorium on
February 17th at 6 p.m. The
event entitled "The Black Pan-
thers, 'I'hen and Now" turned
out to be more than a discussion
movement.. Not'many peopfe > eluded' Sofiya Bukhari-Alston,
attended the forum,· striking a who spoke on the history of.the
nerve in those present. "Baruch Black Panther party, and
students have no empathy. If Shepard McDaniel, who spoke
this was a concert, fashion show on the current movement. They
or party there would be a line motivated students to protest,
around the block, but anything with descriptions of past battles
enlightening is shunned," said wC?n. Following their guidance, .
Ron Warnett, a member of the students were implored to take
Day Session Student Gover-n- up the struggle. .8tudentJead-
mente ers tried to persuade the audi-
Black Panther speakers in- ence to get involved in protests
r-------------------------------------------, around the school. "Public ser-
vants serve the public, making
Gu-iliani and Pataki glorified
waiters," said Heather
Toussaint, the former President
of the Baruch African Student
Senate (B.A.S.S.).
The audience was informed
that in October of 1966 the
Black Panther party was
started by Huey P. Newton and
Bobby Seal, two students of
Mary College in California.
"Tha t's ho-w the party got
started on campuses, and now
we have come full circle, and we
are back on campuses again,"
said Alston. "The CUNY cuts
is our struggle. Politicians are
riot only cutting the schools,
they're cutting jobs, and homes.
Workers have to unite with stu-
dents and students have t.O
uni.te with the homeless be-
cause we are all part of the com-
munity." __ -J:
_. -'-~l'.d :-r..ath.er .be. .expelled
from school' for-one semester
because of protest than to miss
ten semesters because I· ean't
afford it," said Orlando Green,
the president of Soul Survivors
(a Baruch based. student orga-
nization) in reference to the
memo sent by Baruch's Presi-
dent Matthew Goldstein to stu-
dent organizations about cam-
pus protest.
Shepard McDaniel spoke
on more recent Panther activi-
ties. "You shouldn't stop the
protest just at halting the tu-
ition increase but the reinstate-
ment of open admissions and
free tuition, f~ everyone." He
continued, "most of those in the
State Government reaped these
benefits, but deny them to you."
The discussion was paused
by catcalling from the audience
when Professor Southgate a
Baruch faculty member in the
English department, was spot-
ted taping the proceedings.
Members of the student senate
asked the professor to stop and
hand over the tape, it would be
returned to her at the end ofthe
JJr~ forum. The cat calls from thequ"~ audience persisted 'until the
tape was handed over. "No one
was allowed to tape or take pic-
tures, at the request of our
guest," said Marvin Simon, the
. Treasurer of B.A.S.S.
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--------- BARRISTERS & SOLICITORS
Canadian Immigration Lawyers
130 Bloor St. W, Suite 604
Toronto, ON MSS lN5 Canada·
Attention: Denzil Minnan-Wong
Telephone: 416-960-8876 Fax: 416-924-2371
E-mail: rekjohn@inforamp.net
QEKAI
ATTENTION: INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE STUDENTS
canadian.Immigration Opportunities .
for graduates wtth advanced degrees and .
work experience in:
. Engineering . Computers
. Sciences · Finance
ondofber Fields
You m:Q¥.: .. qu.qHfv, ..tor immfg(otion to
CanadQj,{tfo~ti<a.~tree·:.ossessment I fax or
. d -i~~~'~" ...(;,,~. ~~:.~:.,~.~.:.4t'_ .••.• ? [f"':"'~f:·~:·'~"'. '. . ff~r~~,~~~~~~~~~~~~IJ.f~o'~a'FnbCu~
By Harry Valetk
Every student' who has sible class, you later realiz
ever had the pleasure of being that by simply applying your
part of a class taught by Pro- self you have the skills tod
fessor Roger Mesznik, has said what he asks of you."
many things but never denied Professor Mesznik fel
the fact that they worked hard. that his method of teaching i
Professor' Mesznik has a good approach, since Baruc
been teaching at Baruch Col- students are rarely given th
lege for 21 years since 1973. opportunity to defend an argu
He completed-his undergradu- ment as part of their class, an
ate work abroad, and did both when they are given tha
his Master's and Ph.D. in Fi- chance, they usually wind u
nance at Columbia University. impressing themselves.
He has officially become '. Professor Mesznik's ad
part of the Accounting Depart- vice for students during th
ment for three years after CUNY's fiscal crisis is "to kee
teaching in the 'Finance De- in mind that it is still a goo
partment.. deal for the quality of educa
Meszniksaid that his tion that students are get
goal when teaching a class, ting." Moreover, Mesznik fel
which usually consists of sixty that the best way student
students, is "to teach students should go about selecting thei
~ ~~~..~9_~'p'e!.~t~o~,,!!!y .~s~. t~.~. " c~~~.~e.~ is by going after goo
.. definitions. that tneyre learn-' profesSors. At the 'same time "'.
ing rather than simply memo- students should also try f
rizing them. For although defi- . take a wide variety of course
nitions change with time, their from different disciplines i
fundamental concept remain the college, rather than con
the- same." centrating on just a few. "Col
Mary Almonte, a junior lege is about experiencin
who had Mesznik for Account- many different ideas, leave th
ing 2203, said, "Although at concentrated work for gradu
first it can seem like an impos- ate school," he said.
o
The second panel will .fea-
ture poets, Mercedes Roffe and
Carmen Valle, as well as per-
formance artist and playwright
Carmelita Tropicana. The par-
ticipants will discuss their own
works in the context of the
Latino literary production in.
the United States.
This event is sponsored by
Ollantay Art Heritafe, the Di-
versity Committee of the New
School for Social Research, and
the Higher Education Program
at Parsons School of Design.
Most of the presentation will be
in Spanish, so some fluency
would be to your benefit, al-
though all are welcome to a t-
tend.
In celebration of Women's
History Month, also be sure to
. look for VISIBLE, the Nation's
first magazine for Urban
Latinos, in association with
Baruch College's Women of
Color Network and Yolanda
Sanchez of the NY Women's
Foundation.
'.. .L..it:eral.u.lf".i<~s
These programs are sponsored by
an Intellectual Enrichment Grant from the Baruch College Fund
and by the Department of Music
Complimentary light lunches will be served
Managem.ent
For further information,
please call the Department of Music at 387-1330
Luncheon Meeting with
johnVlautin
Vice President of Media Relations
Polygram Records
Thursday, March 30, at 1:00 p.m.
Room 1202 (17 Lexington Ave.)
:.' ..
L~cheon Meeting with
Ivano Leoncavallo
News DiT .ctor for
M1V Latino
Thursday, March 16, at 1:00 p.m.
Room 1202 (17 Lexington Ave.)
Careers in Music
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By Rafael Garcia
Hablamos Espanol? Well,
if you do, even if its just u n
poqu ito , here's an event you
should definitely look into.
Baruch College's own Pro-
"fessor Elena M. Martinez of the
Modern Language Department
is the coordinator of "Women
and Literature," a conference on
Latino Literature to be held on
March 18th, from 9:00 am to
4:00 pm at the Swayduck Audi-
torium of the New School for
Social Research. It is located at
65 Fifth Avenue between 13th
and 14th Street in Manhattan.
• Professor ,Martinez will
also be one of the two modera-
tors of the respective panels
along with Francisco Soto of the
College of Staten Island.
The first panel, featuring
professors Asela Rodriguez de
Laguna of Rutgers Urrivexsity,
Daisy Cocco de Filipis of York
CoIiege(CUNY}, and p'laywright
Jose Corrales, will discuss the
works of Latinos and Latinas
from a critical perspective.
~
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sic" Kerr sings- "When I hear the
lone night music / Everything gets
stronger and I lose this curse."
While "Great Leap Forward" in-
spires everyone to live for the fu-
ture, instead of living in the. past.
These are the songs that show the
positive aspects of life,
"7 Deadly Sins," and "Crimi-
nal World" display the darker side
of life. The titles should give one
a hint of the songs' definitions.
"7 Deadly Sins," deals with the
flaws of life. Everybody at one
point feels jealous or envious of
other people. The point of the
song is to move on, and not get
hung up by life's problems. Ev-,
eryone has problems, and instead
of complaining, one should try to
,solve the problem. "Criminal
World," is about how society is
changing for the worst - ''This
world is splitting up and it's a
H--..Qhal·lR.,-r-eacti'()JJ-~~ ....The-_p.r.oblem__
With both songs are that· they are
true.
Overall, "Good News From
TheNext World," is a fairly good
album. Ifyou are a fan of Simple
Minds you should buy it, and lis-
ten to their new music style. All
the songs have the same quick
tempo, there are no slow moving
songs on the record. Heavy Metal
music- fans will not enjoy it be-
cause it is not like Metallica. All
the songs resemble"She'sA River."
Ifyou like that single, you will like
the rest of the album.
the best songs on the album. The
song is basic and direct with its
meaning. ''Hypnotised,'' is atune
almost every person can relate
with; likingsomeoneso muehthat
it is all you can think about. On a
. different theme, "Night Music"
and "Great Leap, Forward" are
about motivation. In "Night Mu-
unquestionably said that this was
the first step on a new journey," .
explains Kerr. All that is history for'
the Scottish group that' started as
childhood friends, and has stayed
together through it all. Now they
are looking for success with a new
sound for a new generation of fans.
The first release, "She'sA River,"
is on the radio regularly, and one of
Simple Minds a to r) Charlie Burebj]J & Jim Kerr
By Thomas Camastra
Where has Simple Minds been
for the last three years? Many
people would reply ''who cares?"
Yet for the true fans of the group,
Simple Minds has been writing
and producing new. songs. These
tunes can be heard on their new
album, Good News From The
Next World."
It seems that Jim Kerr and
Charlie Burchill, the duo who make
up the group, have been exploring
the "new world," and what they've
found were the advantages of us-
ing a guitar instead of keyboards.
Burchill was the keyboard player
for the group's past albums, and' is .
now playing guitar for their new
record. The change to guitarmakes
this record sound different from
their past albums.
Many people know Simple
Mindsfor their 1985 hit song''Don't
y ou(F()rgefAboiitMe}.~'TlieDanQ..
performed the. song for the
soundtrack to the movie "The
Breakfast Club," although they
did not write it. One of the writers
of the song, Keith Forsey, co-pro-
duced "Good News From The Next
World." This was the first time the
trio worked together since the hit
soundtrack.
The group's last release, "Glit-
tering Prize," was a collection of
the group's greatest hits. That
record ended the era of keyboards,
and substandard producers. 'We
knew we wanted an album that
1'1 KILLED MY BROTHER n TAKES
OFF-BROADWA·¥ TO A NEW LEVEL
,-ill
"• ••PHOTOS NO
DATE: Tues., Wed., Thurs.
March 28, 29, 30
TIME: Noon- 7:00pll1
PLACE: The Student Center
360 Park Avenue South
ROOl1l. 1539
TAKE YOUR YEARBOOK
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By Michael Greene man, who had been catatonic for his condition, Jewell maintains You won't be sorry. After
I feel compelled to tell you· months, wakes up to request that' a speed-of-light schedule and a all, this work comes to us from
about this wonderful off-Broad- his brotheradminister an over-. positive outlook. A divorced fa- thesame man who received very
way drama, currently running dose of pain killers, ~is brother ther, his goal is to champion the favorable re~gDition for his
at Altered Stages OD West 29th complies but is soon faced' with rights and plight ofAIDS suft'er-" musieal, "Working Out With
Street in New York City. The questioniag'by law-enforcement ers,the tenDiDally in, and, he Leoaa," a muaicalaatire about
show will end its run on April9,' authorities. ofteD quips, theuDcIerdecinaen- afictioDa1iaed Leona Helm.ley,
1995. The play is heart-wrenching eral; "I want to be a spobsman who ran a fitness club like a
The autobiographical, 90 and deals with a nu~be~ o.f is- for disabled people everywhere, tyrant - the way the real Leona
minute, one-character playfol": sues, fro~, bow st!clety v..e~s especially people with'pediatric repu~lyr8D·herhotelempire.
lows the life of a young man . AI-D~ patlents,to euthanaaia It- AIDS, and'bring to the forefront, New Yorkers who caught that
whose brother is dying ofAIDS. self. The. author, Nelson Je:well, the intolerable way our society show agreed it was a hoot. In
As detailedat the beginning of . h~s obv~ou.sly .aUo~ed us to deals with the terminally ill and fact~ it didn'teseapenotice from
the play, these two young men .g1!mp~'a piece of hia own soul aging population." the "Queen of Mean" herself,
had formed a particularly close With ~~.s~ork. , ... If you're planning a trip to who soon joined Mr. Jew,U in
bond while .grcwing.up. Thus, .. ~~43year-ol?award:wmnlng New York between now and' his charitable efforts for AIDS
when one brother gets sick, the pla~~w~ himself~agn~ April 9, please don't miss this: groups by contributing gener- .'
other brother is left to deal with HIV-positdve m 1~86. He-hu!mce.. powerful wor-k. For ticket in- .ous amounts of money. Do try
the lion's shareof gr~efand suf- de~eloped.AIDS ~~~ b~~.•14 'formation, caD TicketMaater at. to ."catch"this poignant produe-. '
fering. When the dying young . white,T.~celtsre~allllpg•. Despite (212) '307';'4100. ' tion. , .
CALL OR VISIT THE OFFICE OF STUDENT
LIFE FOR AN APPOINTMENT
360PAS, RM. 1512
(21-2)802-6770
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Combination Packages are Available
Ger:;:;;;;;r;;;~e;;J-~V;i~
Come .loin The'
Arts f:/
Entertainmeat
SectiOD 01 The
. . . .".. . .' . ..
--'
Ticker Today!!
dust caD 80Z-
6799
. ImR," IlnA
Professional Photography & Video Services
~~c; ~.
~ (;-«J
~~-~
v ~
G,t-- 6~8,~. v'V;
~ 0'1
C;
Record.that special occasion on video r with pictures
-Wedding Video Packages from $600
-Wedding Photo Packages from $800
-Most Graduation Parties from $150
. " ---
W' .IIHI M: (photo or Video).
*Portraits *Shows/Meetings *Dem9 Music Videos
*Head Shots *Bridal/Baby Showers *Children's Parties
*Bar Mitzvahs
FINANCIAL AID
SPRING BREAK. 9S
EN-GLISH AS A
SECOND .
. LANGUAGE
Attention All Studentsl Ove
... . .
$6 billion FREE Financial Aid i
now available from private seeto
grants& scholarships!All studen
are eligible 800-263-6495 ex
F51331
EXperienced American 1aG~
teacher will help you learn or im
prove your English. Private les
sons inherManhattanapartment
All levels of Eng1ish.COnversa
tion, diction, pronunciation, idi
oms, vocabulary .b~lding,.prope
grammar, term. papers, TOE
preparation.Veryp~ent.Femal
studentsonly. $20.00 hr. Freecon
sultationandevaluation. Call 212
-679-4706
PART TIME
EASYWORK·
EXCElLENT PAY
ALASKA JOBS
WANTED
Individuals and. Student Orga-
izations to promote SPRING
REAK '95. Earn substantial
ONEY and FREE TRIPS. CALL
NTER-CAMPUS 'PROGRAMS
00-327-6013
Fisheries. Earn up to $3,000 -
6,000 + per month. Room + Board
Transportation! MalelFemale. No
xp necessary! (206) 545-4155 ext
13.32
art-tame tee meran In eye
ector's office in A&SPlaza (33rd
th Ave.) Willtrain.Mustbeou~
jngand people oriented, Call Rit
12-967-4177
America's '1 Spring Bra-RIMI
company! Caneun, Bahamae 0
Florida 110% Lowest Price,Guar
Mailing Produets . . . . antee! -Otganize.·15 friends an
end SASE:~:·~_~22! '._._~, -r •._ .·_.,T~~~~~1.Q~lf9'puelinal.
eaehtree ~~~LN·.E.~t:e.IHt~ ...:ized -1995:.Earty,schedb1eS!-800
tlanta, GA 30309'· -' . 95-BREAK
Men/Women earn up to $480
eekly assembling circuit boards!
lectronic components at home.
~>erienceunnecessary, will train.
mmediate openings your local
ea. Call 1-602-4647 Ext.102C
33
.. GreatestHitS Album Proves Springsteen'sStillBoss
By Jason S. Grant unreleased tracks which re-
He's baaaack. As all you bro- unite Bruce with members of
ken heroes on a last chance . his E-Str'eet Band, who went
power drive know, .Bru ce theirseparatewaysafter"Bol'D
Springsteen was born to run. In The USA." Two ofthe Boss's
His latest stop: a recor2 store more recent tracks, "Murder
near you. "Bruce Incorporated" and "This Hard
Springsteen: Greatest Hits," Land", which were holdovers
the Boss's 22-year work in the which were meant for the "Born
making is a necessity for all die- In The- USA" album, are also
hard 'lonely riders.' . featured on "Bruce
His "GreatestHits" eollec- Springsteen: Greatest Hits."
tion . i ncludes favorites like Both of the cuts are definitely
"Born To Run," "Hungry Heart," classic Bruce and well worth
"Glory Days" and of course the wait. It's just like the say-
"Streets ofPhiladelphia, "which ing goes:' 'better late than
.recently landed Springsteen a never.'
Grammy .and an' Academy Springsteen fans will all
Award. The collection includes agree that the heart of 'The
all of the Pop smashes of the Boss" music is the lyrics. "Se-
'80's and early '90's like "Born cret Garden", one of his more
In The USA", "Dancing In The recent tracks, is no exception.
Dark" and "My Hometown "-, He sings, "She'll let you in her
which are sure to evoke crisp house/ Ifyou come knockin' late
memories in Generation X Rock! at night/ She'll let you in her
Pop fans. Remember those days mouth! If the words you say are
when Springsteen competed right/ Ifyou pay the price/ She'll
with Michael Jackson's smash let you deep inside! But there's
album "Thriller" -and 'Weird' a secret garden she hides." Of
Al Yankovic's satirical album course there are more
"In 3D"? Pop/Rock fans who Springsteen-esque lyrics but if
may not have gotten into the they were listed they would
'KingofPop', and who have out- probably run right off the page.
grown 'Weird' AI, will definitely Whether you're a 'lonely
appreciate the nostalgia "Bruce rider' looking for that music
Springsteen: Greatest' Hits" . from your youth, or you're a
'" will stir up. new Springsteen fan, "Bruce
In addition to classic Springsteen: Q-reatest Hits"
Springsteen of the '80's and the has what you need. Spanning
'90's, the collection also has his two decade, award-winning
unreleased cuts that never hit career, the collection is a must
the mainstream airwaves. It for true 'Boss' fans.
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BRick REd GRiNS
Silly fACES of
STUCCO ANd REd
WiNdoWs
ThEY lAVE bRAcEs
TEETIi CROSSEd wid.. pANES
RlMs ofVENETiAN wliiTE
REflECT rl-iE GlARE
I SEE fixEd sMilEs
IN FiVE...TEN
EiGkIv EYES
WiNdows
ThAT ARE Also CROSSEd
Willi PANES
WliiTE fRoM IAT~,FlAT
BRicJ<.,REd dRips iN My
EYES
. .-.'--
IMpRiNTiNG wiNdow
SMiRI<s
ON MY MiNd's skAdow
STRANds of ANTENNAE IiAiR
ANd wHiRRiNG METAl VENT
CURls
HidE UNdER A WATER
TOWER
RESiSTiNG CROSS wiNds
A piGEON diVES
PERdfES ON lrs plAcid
SCAlp
ThE GREAT GiANT
PURplE ElEpliANT MOONS
REfl.a;rEd iN silicoNE SphERES
i SEE rnEM fROM MY wiNdow
mE lWENl)' blocks of MidqET
~E
diSApPEAR iNTO pEASOlJpfoG
of FAiRY dUST t\Nd MORTAR
<J~ att..pldlD+~ iMGr;-.aJ,"'~o/G~u,.... JIIJlN"1'~
iMf,'t , "" MJ,.,;t .~ 404'~ · .~~ at 802-6799.
ONly irs REflECTiON
;' ...
32
TO WAkE ANd NO lONGER SEE SUN
...
TO look iN TO A fACE wiTli TWO
IiUNdREd EYEs
pockMARkEd willi OVER dved
bROWN bnick
TIiE qold liNEd S~NE STOleN
TIiE bROAd WAy RiVER COVEREd
by REd -
i CAN NO MORE SEE
TJiE pURpLE ELEpJiAm MOON
•
•
. . .' .
photographic dipoetic gtnages' (JfI#jaruch's74rtists .
bUXTfln.dE QuiGqily ,
- BEV18ENCE}O A kill/,;·N~<4 _
YOUR METAl bRANCliES
TEAR iNTO TIiE sky
ANd REAdi OUT
To T~E I-tEAVENS
DARk GRAy wiNdows
Hide 'wliiTE, yEllow,
BLUE, blsck WAlls.
~ERE people COME
To \VORSliip vou,
BlAck AiR liAs TAiNTEd
YOUR GRAYNESS.
YOUR WAR pAiNT.
EMbLEMS of TiMES pAST
AdORN ~UR WORN body,
YOUR MEdAls.
Clouds SURROuNd you.
YOUR liEUTENANTS
ThE cocksosch PEOpLE
WAlk ANd cUMb
fRoM )OUR HEiGms,
ThE pEASANTS
SEARCliiNG foR UtE.
Yoo STANd GuARd
OvER rhis UNivERsE.
PoiNTiNG TO mE kEAVENS.
PoiNTiNG TO life.
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EDU.CATIQNAL HQUSINGSERVICES .
WE AREA NON~pFiOFITORGANIZATION WITH ·AFFORDABLE
.
...
'..
STUDENT RATES ·STARnNGAS lOW AS'$575.00 PER MONTH._ .
STUDENT·S~ .. NEED A GREAT PLACE TO·
LIVE WHILE YOU' STUDY IN: NEW.YORK?
ENJOY INDEPENDENT LMNG
AT THREE LOCATIONS!
UPTOWN: located in the·West70's For·an epennouse tour: 212-501-0950
MIDTOWN: .located on West 57th St..•..•~.For an open-hOuse tour: 212-554-6018~
DOWNTOWN: located in Chetsea•.•. ~ For an open house tour: 212-673-3938
.·AUaf.9Uf unlts·feature: .Fully furnished· Singles·and. Shares' . ':.
Utilitie~ includedlR~frigerator/COIorTV/Kitchen &.LaundryFaciJities :
~mfnate ~atching'Services ,for Shares' .... _
. \
By Bennet Maurer .•
Oliver North'. infamous' pa- -
per shredderFOUJn Hall· bas DOW'
gone all over the talk show circuit
talkingabout hercrack habit. The
question I ask is with all the qual-
ity drugs that the government
and the CIA deal with, couldn't
she get better drugs to cop?
SGAtlrG· .Ber",hardt and
CourtneyLovewere caught mak-
ing out in a club very recently.
Based on all the hot girls that
Sandra gets, I say she gets better
looking girls than 140.
Pat Ro6e,..tiion's religious em-.
pire has now bought the Ice
Capades. How much longer .be-
fore we see Christ's story on ice?
Citi6aft,k" is suing DO",Gld
Trump and. his'Taj Mahal' for
$2.2 million that has been lost,
which the bank claims has been .
embezzeled fromthe bank, Based
.on Donald's past, 1. think he will
just claim bankrupey and start
.. ; .
the whole process all over again. By Edward Rodriquez
It'snicetoseetha~MiaBia.ippi "The Abstract is speaking / less Four, Charlie Chase ofThe
has finally gotten lnto the 20th ..the hard beats is reaching / to Cold Crush B
rothers andDJ
century. Theyhave finally passed Blacks and Puerto Ricans! cause Afrika Islam,
who is Black and
!e~slationdeclaring thatslav~ry they're butt naked .streaking Puerto Rican referred to as the
IS Illegal. They are so progreS8l~e through the ever murky streets son of Afrika Bambatca. . Early
that I heard that next they will ofthe urbanized areas/ blasting groups includ
e Mean Machine,
de~lare that the Holocaust was out the speakersIs the hip .hop Spanish Fly, and Ruby D.' Be-
evil. , . hysteria...."i _ "Verses from the sides music, other elements of
Here s a good warnmg not to Abstract-A Tribe Called Quest. hip hop' were influenced by
watch CBS on May 21st. Latinos. The
Rock Steady Crew
BGrbra Strei80M willbere- As a Puerto Rican who has is probably the mos
t influential
broadcasting her··HBO concert lived his whole lire in Sunset crew in as fa
r aa keepingele-
that day. Don't say that I didn't Park,' Brooklyn, hip hop music ments of hip ho
p culture. alive
warn you. and culture have been a part of besides music
..Graffiti artists,
Benicr Pentagon officials said .. my life just as much as salsa Lee Canonas and Lady Pinkboth
that Morines in Somalia are and Arroa Con PolIo!' I have appeared in th
e. film "Wild
equipped with nozzle guns that never had to defend myself to ~.tyl~," which shows the roles
shoot sticky gooey stuff, smurf ignorant people who think hip Larinos had in
the development
grenades, beanbag bullets and hop is not for Latinos. How- .ofhip hop cul
ture. The founda-
other nonlethal cheese for crowd ever, here at Baruch, I've been .tion of hip'hop, the mighty Zulu
control. I feel that since we challenged to defendmyselrand 'Nation also ha
s many Latin
have all this other crap, why my people because of ignorant 'members such
as PrineeWhip-
not go all they way and just misconceptions.' per Whip and Crazy Legs of the
have the gopd old fashion crowd Some say "rap is just a black Rock Steady Crew. .
control stink bombs. thing," or "Puerto Ricans aren't Today, L
atino rappers get
--:-----------------------------1 down and don't make rap." props fr
om the hip hop commu-
These are all myths!! How' and nity while representing Latino
why are they made true? Me- culture. Some of those repre-
diall! Media win always try to senting are Cypress Hill,
·New York City is hosting on March 22.
Powerule Kid Frost Fat Joe
categorize and explain things " . , ,
Workout For Hope, one of *Stevie Wonder will release they don't under
stand. The Kurious and the CM Crew,
America's largest health and fit- his newest album in seven years, truth is hip h
op culture sells. Beatnuts, Doo Wop, Evil Twins,
ness events to raise funds £or"C t· P " M h
Hur-r i cane G f D f S d
. onversa Ion· eace on arc .betterifit'sjusta"Bl-ack thing." 0 e qua,
AIDS and related cancers. The 21st. :. • Why? Capit
alist America has Funkdoobiest,'Main One and
event will be held on April 8th *The Film Society of Lin- exploited and profited off black
Roughneck Soldiers of Sunset
at Manhattan Plaza Racquet coin Center and The Depart- culture for decade
s. From mu- Park.
Club. For event information and men' of Fllm of The Museum. sic to sports, black culture has Now
I've said all .this be-
registration forms call (800) ofModern Art presents "New been exploited to the point cause I f
eel hip hop music needs
732-7205. . Directors I New Film Series" where ignorant stereotype
s and ~o get back in the di~ectionthat
-*e·at,tdyman-retttrns on Mareb~--frolDMaPeS :17th tRPGUSA Aapril .
. It was headed to. HlP hop once
17th with CGniljmGft Farewell 2nd. F()r-more int'Gnnation eon-" . . r;8:trn'os7'l£oW~_~;' sO'ffe;·-·uiitttft
fijr~IiJ(~Jtacklrailctl.;~~ino~
To The Flesh. tact (212)875-56io~ - . from media's.Igncranee and re- through a commo~
cuIture.. It
*~he Ce~terFor C?mmun~- *Greyhound has teamed up fusal to learn more ab.out them. helped them re.ah
ze that they
eatione w111 be holdrng semi- with S.A.D.D. (Student. They think Latincs. are either h~dmuch m
or~ In common than
nars about television, film, ra- Against Driving Dru",k) to white or black instead ofLatino. hip
hop. Latinos and Blacks
dio, books, newspapers, and send out a lifesaving message Still whites p
lay Latinos in film learned. they both suffer from
magazines during the month of for Spring Break travelers: and television
, and think Puerto oppresslo~, poverty, and share
March. For more information Drive safe and sober.' To reduce Rico should
be appreciative of c~~~on history and roots. By
call (212) 836-3050. accidents involving college trav- being a colony (they say com-
dividing oursel~e~we can never
*Elton John will release his. elers this Spring Break, Grey- monwealth) of the Unit d
become the majorrty.
new album, "Made In England" hound and S.A.D.D. has initi- States.
e The truth is ~nity between
on March 21st. . ated a national campaign to.edu- Despite a
ll of this, rap re- Blacks and Latinos could be
*The Digable Planets have cate drivers. by developing 10" ally is a black thin
g and that much better a~ Baruch. Both
kicked off their "Creamy Spies tips to help drivers have a .safe, includes Lat
inosatid all Mri- B.lacks and Latinos see too many
Tour." They will be in New York fun trip. can peoples.
Rap was created differences amongst each other.
by Af . Instead we should celebrate our
Am r~lcan identities and classify our8~1vese lcans . . . .' :.
. .' d throughourunlquecultures·and
'pa . n t contribut.ions to society~ . :
u e r 0 -" ."
Ric an . Ignorance not onlyleads to
Lt.' s . the divf si on of Black-s .and
. a 1 nos L t· b t b Af' .
were in- .a ~nos,' u etween means
I ed · of different shades
of black and
vo v In L· f di ~ .the ere _ atrnoa 0 ifferent shades of
ti d brown.a Ions an . .
develo _ .. HlP hop IS. b~ no. mean~ the
ment ~f only.cu!t,uralslml1ar~ty.between
h i h us but It s the most powerful, as
si
1
: c e t~: it is t~e musi~ and voice' of our
_ earlyda younggeneratfon. BothAf'tiean
The listY:r and Latino American 'rappers
LEitin pio- ha~e ?sed the wo:d ~lack~a~. a
nee r s in unlfying.te~ smce the early
Ion' '. d~ysof,Afrlka Bambattaand
Some .:r~ . the IJlighty Zulu Natio~~ :.From
:'DJFlyTof . -t~e~ul~·Nation to ·~~e.•·~ck
_ '. ~T:: . h. _Steady Crew to CypresS H111 and
W i ~ ke: lc~ Cu"e:_ th~ unity .,iB~"~early
'Wizards. eV1d~~t... Lets. ~epre~~. and
'CreW~O·.C. ~...~~braee that un·lty. ....
:Rodriguez'
: .and Tito of
The 'Pear-
i
.
BLACKstreet
BLACKstreet
Interscope
• •• •
Artist:
Album:
Label:
Rating:
By MaJika Thompson
Ratings Box.
• - Wack
•• - Fair
••• - Good
•••• - SJammin'
~tist: Extra Prolific
Album: Like It Should Be
Label: Jive
Rating:· •• •
Props to MC Eiht and Ice If you can get pass all the R&B
Cube, but gangsta rap equals with rap infused where it doesn't
pop now and its faulty fan base need to be, you will see that
doesn't kn9wabout the real BMCKstreet's self-titled debut
crews on' the west coast. To album offers 20 tracks of R&B
name a few - The Pharcyde, The funk, good talent, and the great
Mobo Junction, and Hieroglyph- production skills of producer
ics. The newest members to get Teddy Riley.
added to this list includes De", Fnr theromanticists or the play-
Casual, and Souls of Mischief. ers, BLACKstreet offers some-
N ow Extra Prolific emerges from thing for us all to enjoy. With an
the Hiero camp and follows the already certified gold album and
same formula: mad freestyling, hit singles, Boo" Call and Be-
lyrical depth, and tight produc- ~-forf!.c,lLet Go, this group has just
t.ion, which explains the hard to begun to make its mark in the
earn props from the New York R&Bc9mmunity.Othertracksto
underground. Snupe and Mike look out for include Joy, Happy
G make up this group as the .Home, and a remake of Stevie
former handles the rapping du- Wonder'sLove'sInNeed. Croon-
ties with his playalistic style, ing the ladies with a versatility
freest.yle fierceness combined that satisfies the entir.e spectrum
with various Hiero production will help to keep BLACKstreet in
that make this such an excel- the music scene for a long time.
-Ient album. Casual, Opio, and
Pep Love share time. on the mic
too. Extra Prolific hip hop like
it should be.
By Manny Rodriguez
Unlimited
Word & Design
.......~.._-_ ..,...- --:-- -: ,-_.-.....-.~_ ..,...~. ~---..
Artist: Sheryl Crow
Album: Tuesday Night
l\fusic Club
Label: A&M
Rating: • • • •
In today's world of commer-
cial pop and.alternative music,
where vocal integrity and musi-
cal forte are too often sacrificed
for "the image," .timeless com-
positions and joyful vocal per-
formances are godsends. Sheryl
Crow's A&M debut album, Tues-
day' Night Music Club offers
exactly these things. Crow's
ready-to-groove sound makes for
a light hearted musical appeal
that crosses the class, color, and .
commercial lines radio has gra-
ciously designed for the aver-
age music listener. AIIIWanna
Do, is the single that pivoted
Crow's career and more impor-
tantly sealed her good-vibe al-
bum as a 90's Grammy Award's
Record of the Year! The Mis-
souri-bred Crow, who by the way
has worked with the Stevie Won-
ders, Rod Stewarts, and Michael
Jacksons of this era, displays
both a lyrical and vocal versa-
tility on the album that person-
alizes Tuesday Night Music
Club with the refreshing re-
laxed flavor of a classic.
By'Yvette Sugar
In 1990, Brand Nubian set it
off with their classic debut al-
bum, "One For All." After their
success; however, former mem-
ber Grand Puba went solo and
some figured the N ubians would
fall. Their 1992 release ~'InGod
We Trust," was pretty tightbut
a musical and lyrical transition
.was present. Now Sadat X and
Lord Jamar have dropped an
album that's near perfect. Their
musical sound had developed
into the new standard for the
east coast as Lord Jamar pro-
duces all but one song. Brand
Nubian tracks are still filled
with black consciousness.
"Clamin' I'm A Criminal" de-
tails the prison experience and
its effects on the black man.
Their flavor is still tight; just
check ''Word Is Bond" and the
jazzy freestyle session "Straight
OffDa Head." Most groups don't
have the knowledge, . skills; or
guts to make true hip hop like
this, which is easily one of the
best albums of the new year.
By Manny RodzIguea
Artist: Brand Nubian
Album: Everything is
Everything
Label: Elektra
Rating:· • •• ,
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SPRING IS AT
THE BON VILLA
-
By Eric Thorsen
A new punk rock band that has song that makes you want to 'get
hit the scene is called Wool and up arid go, even if you don't have
they sound promising. They are a anywhere to go." ..
band from the nation's capital and The quartet then shows their
have come a long way to finally versatility by covering "God Rest
make it to the top. The main ~ His Soul," a cover of Gregg
members of the band are Peter Allman's tribute to the slain Mar-
Stahl, vocals and guitar, and his tin Luther King. They took this
brother Franz, who also plays gui- song to a newlimit, doinga soulful
tar and sings. They had been in a rendition of the classic. Another
couple bands since the '80s, before song with a powerful meaning is
finally formingthe successful Wool. "Take a Look," which the lead
Wool went through some ad- singer says is about his memories
ministrative changes,.~including ofgrowingup in a fatherless home,
losing David Grohl t6 the former Thesesongscombineinspirational
band Nirvana, before settling in vocals with powerful guitar.
with drummer Chris Bratton and Wool isa band with great
talent and vision and will be ere-
"It's a song that ating great music in the future.
Their meaningful lyrics and mu-
makes you want to sicalaadvantageoveralltheother
commercial bands out there. to-
'get up and go, even day. Ifyou want some cool musicif you don't have from anup-in-comingband, Wool's
" ~ Box Set is the way to .
anywhere to go."
..
acquiring bassist AI Bach, whose
most recent credit included play-
ing with ·Concrete Blonde. With
this new cast, the band is ready to
rock and have just released their
new album, Bos Set•.
Box Set is a mix of new and
powerful tracks. The most kickin'
. songonfhealbum isKilnneCtow-.-" .- ....
This song contains spicy guitar
rhythms and lively leads. It's a
.:
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Spring Semester Combo
60z La Cart Burger
Seasoned Curly Fries
• • _. •• - •• - • - ~ - .' ••••• 0_ ... •• __ _ ..
160z Fountain Soda
$3.75
LACART
•
Cafe & Food Courtat Baruch
46 East 26th Street/5th Floor
212.802.6345
************ *:~ *:r~
.....
All new look....ColorfuIly marketed with the latest
trendy food and beverage items.
LOOK FOR OUR DAILY SPECIALS, SUCH AS:
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Daily business luncheon and dinner
entree specials-Our catering department is always on call for your
Conference and Special Events planning.
Our new general manager, Mr. Wright Williams is available and looks
forward to
meeting everyone at Baruch College.
************.****
'". '
The Bon Villa o.ffer~1
• Oceanfront Rooms with
. Efficiency
• Balcony Rooms with
Efficiency
• 2 Pools - Cable TV
Student Spring Special $1100
per person minimum 4 people .
to room
KEN'S VIDEO PRODUCTION
(718) 773-5970
_.
Are You ~ttiDg aarzied?
Let Us Vi-deo -Tape YoUr Wedding I I I
Weekday Specials
$3~ - $4500
for two people.
Located 1~ Blocks
From Pavillion
Reservations: 1-800-531-4816
1-803-448-1136
We al.so video tape... PAR'.l'~1 ItBUZORS,
PASHIOR SHOWS AIm SPBCZAL. OCCASZORS
..,
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when you buy or lease a new 1994, 1995
or 1996 Ford or Mercwy car, minivan or
, light truck. So graduate to a great deal.
See your Ford or Lincoln-Mercury dealer or
call 1-800-321-1536 for details.
.---:.,~'.""
__ -ffi· LINCOLN
I" .. I Mercury i}
. . . .
- ......- ..-,-_.~-~ .....~
~------ ...
·!1II1Bm1
Whichever direction you decide to
take, we can help you get there in style,
with a brand new Ford or Mercury.
If you're a graduating senior, or a graduate student,
you .can get $400 Cash Back or a SpecialAf'R"
.SpeciaI Annual Percentage Rate alternative not available on leases, customer Option Plan CKRed Carpet Option Plan. -To be eligible, you mustgraduate with a bacheIor'sdegree,
or be enrolled in graduate school, between 1/1193and 9130195. You must purchase or lease your new vehicle between 1011~ 81d9J30'a5. Some Y8hicIe eIIgibIityrestrictions apply.
f
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"Narees Phanor was a brilliant,
defensiveplayer,"saidRankis,"hewas
our stopper. I don't know who's going'
to take that role next year, I really
don't know. He is such an unselfish .
player and such a delight to coach."
Rankis said he didn't know how the
temn may change next year with two
players leaving, as well as recruiting
some newplayers; Baruch'will just
havetowaittotheendofnextFebromy
to see if the Statesmen will capture.
their first CUNYACmen'sb8sketban
title. . .,
~u S?;Y
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Where Goes! Thou
~
Mike Tyson?
pride inhis team 'Tmvery, proudto
betheircoach,"hesaid,"Iunderstand
these sacrifices that they make in
order to make practice and to be ill
games.
The team will be missing Narces
Phanor next year, as well as Gary
Siano, both ofwhich, in the eyes of.
Rankis,fromaleadershipstandpoint
were important to the team. In
addition, Phanor was a key to the
Baruch defense, which was
considered bymany to be the best in
the conference.
By Richard Browne life is boxing. 'It is, fortunately' or
This monthMike Tyson will walk unfortunately, the only thing he
out and be a free man. What he excels at in thislife, Added to this, 'is
does with the rest ofhis life will be the other fact that Tyson excelled
subjected to intense scrutiny. A enough to be what every human'
boxing career that was well on the should strive for in this life; the best
way to being one ofthe greatest in there is at what he does• .Is it fair to
history was cut short. The only ask anyone to walkawayfrombeing
comparison that comes rapidly to ·the best there is? Mike Tyson's
mind is Ali's layoffinflicted on him downfallcamewhenheconcentrated
for his religious stand. Mike's own on other things. beside boxing. ' It
stand also got him some time off. wouldbeunfairtoblameotherpeople
Those ofus who remember Mike in entirely for someone's problems in
his early fights WQU1d love nothing life. Everyone should be held
more than to see Mike return to responsible for their actions.
that fightingforril. I think.it canbe Everyone should have the chance to
safely said that Tyson, in his best mature by experiencing life on their
form, never got beat yet in his life. own so they are equipped to deal
When he concentrated on what he with life's problems that they. Our
is best at in this life, boxing, Mike society has always, however~ held
couldbeatanyone outthere. Letus athletes to different standards and
not forget that Mike had achieved inflicteddifferent, difficultproblems
such domination of the on them. The stature we accord
heavyweight division that the them often Ieaves .them not only
experts could compare him only - superhuman incompetitionbutalso
with 'fighters from other eras to . infant-like in real life, every day
truly determine how good he was. scenarios.' The hoopla and circus
Yes, itwas a matterofboxing style that surrounds the heavyweight
and strength.. However,the champion of the world have caught
definingfactorth8tputTysonhead 'many people Unprepa:n:!(ffutit~The
~d._shoqlde~_,_above,_an..Y_9~t»-~:J:' circus that surrounds the youngest
boxerinbistimewashiSwill.Mik.e's ~ilruHspute(riieaVYWe~fchampiori
will to win translated into his in history was on a whole different
frightening relentlessness in the level. Early on in his career Tyson
ring. When Mike hit his opponent was surroundedbypeople whoknew
he would hit them with everything' hisstrengths and weaknesses. They
he had in him and opponents took care ofhim, protected him from
quickly realized that they were in the circus so that he could
there withsomeonewhose aim.was concentrate on what he did best,
not just winning but destruction. box. Later on, Tyson found himself
What will he do when he comes surrounded by a different cast of
out? He has supposedly found characters. The two leading lights'
religion while incarcerated and were Don King and Robin Givens.
religion always irifluences those in Blaming these two for all ofMike's
its grasp. Mike may come out and troublesmaybea bit presumptuous.
decide to do something more Howevertheplaintruthisthatthese
meaningful in life than trying to two came into Tyson's life and soon
beathisfellow humanbeingsinto a afteritwasprettymuch alldownhill
bloodypulp for money. To all those from there. No causality there, but
peoplewhopointatthelatestboxing then again, no one has ever been
tragedy in England involving able to prove causality between
Gerald McClellan as proof of the smoking andlungcancerhave they?
inhuman brutality of the sport, Whatever Mike does he must prove
Tyson finding an alternative path that he can learn. from his mistakes
in life would be welcome news inhis past. Ifhe cannot, and I think
indeed. we'll know very quickly ifhe can or
The inescapable fact though, is not, then his story will have a very
that Mike Tyson's one skill in this difficulttimefindinga happyending.
8:00
7:00
7:00
6:30
7:30
.7:00
3:30
12:00
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for the team, they got jobs, but its
something I can't begrudge them,"
He continued bystatingthat the team
couldnotplayata seventypercentlevel
and beat some of the better teams in
CUNYAC. Because of some players
missing practice because of jobs and
someinjuries,Rankisbelieveshisoffense
just fell apart.
"Welostall fluidity," saidRankis. "The
last three games of the season, against
Medgar Evers, Staten Island andYork,
all the games we had leads and all the
games we lost because we had not had
practice nor had we had enough
experience playing close games.""
Other reasons notedbyRanki.s for the
team'slackingoffenseduringtheseason
was thephysiealaspectoftheplayersas
well as ego sometimes getting in the
way. "The dilemma ofcoaching on this
Ievel,whereyoucan'tcompletelycontrol
your players, is that every now and
then, the player's ego comes to the floor
and it hurts the team. There can be
playerswhoaresatisfiedwiththepoints
theyscore and the statistics theyputup-
much more than whether we win or
lose. Wefo~ttofoCosinontheprimary
objective,~ch is to win"
Butdespiteall this, Rankis takesgreat
Ramapo College
SUNY Old Westbury
Webb Institute
Hunter College
USMMA
John Jay CoUege
College of Staten Island
Polytechnic (DB)
9
10
13
14
16
20
'.
By John Voross
The statesmen came 'close to
takingit all lastyear, but fell short
via a crushing defeat against the
Hunter Hawks in the CUNYAC
men's basketball finals. This year
however, they didn't even make it
to the second round of the
tournament, losing to York.
'Basketball coach Ray Rankis felt
that the season looked promising
prior to it's start in November, but
also commented that the team's
offenseneededto"gel~Theystarted
off strong, winning eight of their
first nine, but when it came to
conference teams their record was
only 3-6.
The main reason cited by Rankis .
for the loses against CUNYAC
teams was lack of practice and
commitment'by the team
"In order to be an outstanding
team," said Rankis, "you have to
have a great amount of
commitment, to make yourself a
betterballplayerand tomakeyour
team a better team We hit a
stretch when we had problems
gettingaaupleofplayerstopractice
~11~J:lItAvp-I"Vunfortnnatetime
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Men's Baseball
March
Wednesday 15
Sunday 19
•
Statesmen Wrap
Up Another Season
DB denotes double-header
Bold denotes home game played at Gil Hodges Field
McDonald Ave., Coney Island, Brooklyn
All times, dates and locations are subject to change
Please contact the Health & Physical Educatio
Department for any possible changes.
Bold Denotes home game ,played in the 6th floor
gymnasium, 17 Lexington Ave. (23rd Street building)
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co~ Ilpcoming Games
:::E Men's Voll-e1ball
March
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Monday
ter. I'm proud of all the girls,
they stuck it out, they hung in
there this season."
N ext season is a big questron
mark for the team, with the pos-
sible departure of Smith, who
Weiner believes is the heart and
soul of the team. But for now
they still have the distinction of
doing almost the impossible for
two years in a row.
Editor's Note: Ticker Sports
would like to extend it sincerest
apologies to -the Stateswomen
baeketbatl team, players,
coaches and fans for not covering
their season more extensively .
this ear.
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rebuttal~ arQ welcotnQ
Jordan was the star ofthe show and world that you weren't just a stooge
Pippen just seemed to stand in his for Jordan during those three cham-
shadow, now its his turn to be in the pionship seasons.
limelight and he wants to leave, Somethingelse worth noting is the
Any team who is in line to win it all talk that the Cleveland Browns will
alreadyhas its share ofstar players, signformerGiantsstarquarterback,
but then again; may)ePippenjust ~?il=s:HatsofftotheBro~,
likes to play in the s1fudowsofgreat- It s a time somebody reali2ed
ness. His name will never rise to the that despite his age, Simms can stillS'
same status as Jordan, Magic, or carry his own.
Bird. What makes an athlete great True, Simms will onlybe a backuU
is taking his team from nothing to for Vinny Testaverde, but he willbe
championship, not hopping from playing. Maybe he can even give
team to team, "with the frequency of Testaverde a few pointersand make
a cheap Ham radio," (thank you Mr. him into the great quarterback ev-
Akroyd). eryone thought he would be in his _
When you're signed to a team, you rookie year. If Dallas could sign
inheritcertainresponsibilitiestothe .Bernie Kosar as a backup-quarter-
fans for which you play for. By back for Troy Aikman, any reason-
leaving,Pippenwillnotonlyletdown ably saneownerwouldpickupSimms
the Bulls, but the entire city ofChi- to back their own field general.
cago and the countless Bulls fans Simms was forced into retirement
from coast to coast. .True, manyfans when he wascut from the rosterlast
hop from team to team as Pippen -, year because of the salary cap and
wants to do, but those diehard fans his questionable shoulder. So upset
willbe crying almost as much as the wJiS he by the fashjon in which he
day Mike Ditka left the Bears. . was let go, that he refused a number -
Come on Scottie, you make mil- retirement ceremony. Now he may
lions ofdollars in a sportthatgained be able to take the field again and
worldwide appeal and all you think laugh in the face of the dreaded "t"
ofisme, me, me. Whydon'tyoustick word.
it. out in Chicago and prove to the
per game. But Weiner doesn't
believe that coverage affects the
players in a negativee Though
Weiner herselfmight have been
distracted occasionally, she
gives credit to assistant coach
Debbie Howell for helping the
team to get to the level they
reached.
They posted a 14-10 record
during the regular season, 3-3
in CUNYAC with a fourth place
finish. "I was_ pleased with the
regular season," said Weiner.
"There were a couple of games
we could have won, some of the
losses were good losses· where
we played really good but the
other team was that much bet-
."'-.. '... -... :.-
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By John Voross
Word has begun to spread around
thesportsworldthatScottiePippen,
of the once great Chicago Bulls, is
unhappy with his team and would
ratherbe traded to a team who is in
contention for the NBA title than
continue playing inChicago. There
. doesn't seem to be a better example
ofselfishness in existence.
.Things were much different, in all
professional sports, prior to the six-
ties. Hthe team you were onwasn't
playing up to parand was notinthe
nJnning for the championship, you
simplyplayedharder. Noonedared
to ask to be traded, it was almost
unthinkable. When someone did
switch teams, it meant he was ei-
ther a rookie or a grizzled veteran
looking for someone to extend his
dying career.
Fifty years ago, if someone com-
plained that he di~'twant to play
on the team anymore they'd tell
him, fine, don't playanymore. And
back then, if you didn't play, you
weren't on a team for long.
Nobody likes to lose, but Pippen is
no stranger to victory. Not one, but
three titles were won by the Bulls
while Pippen was there, Through
all three of those titles, Michael
..
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Stateswomen Fall To CCNYIn' CUNYAC Finals For
Second Consecutive Year
By John Voross we were clearly the underdog."
For the second year in a row, At. one point against Hunter,
the Baruch Women's basketball the Stateswomen were down by a
team surprised many by making marginof20-9buthada20-2run
it all the way to the finals in the . that spanned both halves. "We
CUNYAC tournament. For the just got the momentum," said
second year in a row, the Weiner, "and we just went on a
Stateswomen faced the Lady Bea- run where they stopped playing
vers of CCNY for the coveted defense and we capitalized on
crown ofCUNY. And for thesec- that."
ond year in a row, Baruch fell just Throughout the season the
short of beating CCNY. Stateswomen .have been receiv-
Granted it wasn't as close as it ing more coverage than usual,
was lastyear, CCNYwinningwith mostly because of forward Sybil
free throws in the final eight sec- Smith. Smith-has been profiled
onds of the game by: a score of41- in such publications as The New
35, many on the team though the York Times and The Daily News
game should have been theirs. for leading all NCAA players in
The game was tied at the halfat rebounding, averaging about 24
22. Baruch took the lead via a r----.:::.--..::::.--=:..... ---.......- --.......~ ~~ ~ ..............~~--~-- .......~~..............~-_,
three-pointer by Tosha Dennis
withs~~~nteenminutestogoand -
led by as much as- six points be-
fore CCNY came from behind and
took control with just over four
minutes remaining. In the end,
CCNY, who has won a record nine
women's titles, handed Baruch,
who has yet to win one, their sec-
ond consecutive loss by a score of
59-50.
"1 think we beat ourselves," said
women's basketball coach Penny
·'WeAner, "1 think we should have
the game just as I felt last year.
We didn't play terrible, we kept
the game close but 1 think that
[CCNY] played just a tad better
than us and we didn't step up at
times."
Most people thought that the
Stateswomen might be eliminated
in the first round. But, they rolled
over John Jay and won by a score
of48-23. Next, they faced regular
season champions, Hunter Col-
lege (18-7) and pulled off one of
the greatest upsets this season
by a score 50-46. With about one
minute remaining, Tosha Dennis
sunk a three-pointer which se-
cured the victory for Baruch and
-a chance at the title.
"Everybody thought that we
would neverbe here," saidWeiner,
"we might not even get past the
firsl round. I'm sure everyone
assumed Hunter was going to be
in the finals against York, and
this is exactly what happened last
year. We beat Medgar [Evers]
last year and [CCNY] knocked off
York. This year we knocked off
the number one seeded team,
which was the greatest feeling in
the world. It was almost as close
to a championship game in itself:
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